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Based on the premise th t interfirm comparison can be an effective

productivity improvement tool, productivity interfirm comparison (PIC)

methods are examined in this research. The first part is an extensive

literature review regarding the conventional interfirm comparison (IFC)

scheme accepted widely in many countries outside the United States.

Then, the conceptual framework is laid for the development of method-

ologies of the productivity interfirm comparison, which are amenable to
6)

measurement, evaluation, and planning phases of the productivity cycle

of each participating firm. The following relationships are realized in

the process of developing the underlying methodologies:

1. Mathematical relationships between productivity and other

significant ratios which represent static properties of the

production system of the industry concerned.

2. Causal relationships between productivity and other significant

ratios which represent dynamic properties of the system.

A pyramid productivity ratio structure is developed for the

measurement of important factors of the production system utilizing the

mathematical relationships. Then, a systematic interfirm evaluation



procedure is designed, utilizing both mathematical and causal rela-

tionships, to provide a means to identify areas of weak productivity

performance for individual firms. Finally, causal relationships

are utilized to construct a multiple regression model to derive analytic

information that identifies the most influential factors for achieving

productivity improvement. These tools can help individual firms

understand the interplay of interfirm factors in a production system,

and to gain insights regarding viable management actions to achieve

productivity improvement.

These methodologies are demonstrated by application to a

productivity-oriented interfirm comparison program conducted by the

Northwest Food Processors Association. Although many practical

restrictions existed in the course of the application, the outcome

indicates the applicability of the methodologies to the program, and

suggests further benefits when applied with more data availability.

In light of the potential benefits expected, the following areas

are particularly recommended for further research.

1. Development of a pyramid productivity ratio structure for a

specific PIC scheme, which is amenable to the general pyramid

model, and techniques to persuade potential participants to

implement it.

2. Development of techniques to enhance the statistical relia-

bility of PIC methodologies in descriptive statistics and

correlation/regression analyses.
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PRODUCTIVITY INTERFIRM COMPARISON: METHODOLOGIES
WITH A SPECIAL APPLICATION TO THE NORTHWEST

FOOD PROCESSORS

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Productivity--an indicator of economic efficiency--is said to be

the ratio of economic output to economic input. From a national stand-

point, productivity is measured by the total real income divided by

total national resources (labor, capital, etc.). Productivity in the

United States since 1890 had gradually increased at an average annual

rate of 2 percent until the end of World War II, and at more than 3 per-

cent until the 1960s. According to J. W. Kendrick, increases in produc-

tivity account for nearly half of the increases in real income for the

U.S. in this century (the other half is due to increased resources,

mainly labor and capital).

Productivity growth in the U.S., however, has declined substan-

tially in recent years. Statistics show the following total produc-

tivity trend: 0.6% gain in 1978, 1.3% loss in 1979, 0.9% loss in 1980,

1.4% gain in 1981, and 0.2% gain in 1982. Some authorities attribute

the slump in U.S. productivity to the following factors: government

regulation, environmental costs, growth of services, and of the farm

exodus, decline in R & D, work attitudes, work restrictions, and many

others.
1
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Meanwhile, productivity has become a major international concern as

recent energy crises and other resource shortages caused intensive

international competition. Japan and Germany have maintained the high-

est productivity growth during the last decade, while the United States

and Great Britain ranked among the lowest of the major industrial

nations. Nations with low productivity growth are likely to have high

inflation, persistent unemployment, a weak national currency, and a loss

of foreign markets. The signs of lost competitiveness are already

apparent in the U.S. and other nations of lower productivity. If this

trend is continued, it will soon reverse the economic strengths of

nations, if it has not already done so, in favor of the ones with higher

growth rates.

During unfavorable economic conditions, the productivity growth at

the firm level, as well as at the national level, is very demanding.

Needless to say, productivity improvement within a firm must be preceded

by corresponding measurement and analysis concern for produc-

tivity has led the United States to extensive research in the area of

productivity measurement at both national and firm levels. Tradition-

ally, most of the early productivity studies in the U.S. were performed

on the national or state level. Recently, however, growing emphasis is

being placed on measurement at the firm level. Most measurement tech-

niques developed in the United States are based on intrafirm

comparison--comparison of productivity within a firm from one period to

the next. Nonetheless, productivity measurement studies abroad show

that interfirm comparison--comparison of productivity between firms

belonging to a same industry--can be an effective tool for productivity

improvement.
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For centuries, business firms have strived to survive competition.

In order to do so, they had to learn how to motivate themselves by their

competitors' performance. There is evidence that, in early years of

modern history, business firms attempted to exchange business informa-

tion among firms in asimilar situation for self-preservation and pro-

ductivity improvement. By the turn of the century, this strategy spread

among several countries. Such exchange of information is based on the

condition that each participant give certain guarded information in

exchange for other firms' same kind of information.

Interfirm comparisons, however, were not widely used until two

major events occurred, which are concerned with comparability of data

and development of a systematic measurement model, respectively. The

first was the uniform cost accounting movement. This movement started

in the United States and Great Britain around the turn of the century.

Since the benefit of information exchange stems from the comparison of

exchanged data on a comparable basis, the uniform method of deriving the

information among participants influence the success of interfirm com-

parison. The movement of uniform cost accounting system is still in

progress in the United States, Great Britain and other European coun-

tries.
2

The second one was the development of the pyramid structured model

for the interfirm measurement system. Starting in 1953, the British

Institute of Management began a series of studies to determine the

availability and correct use of interfirm comparison. The pyramid

structure of ratio selection and analysis was conceived by H. Ingham and

L. T. Harrington, as a result of these studies. This model enables the
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users of interfirm comparison to select appropriate business information

in a ratio form according to the needs of the participants.
3

Because of the development of these two events, interfirm compari-

son techniques has widely spread in Great Britain and many other coun-

tries in the last two decades. Members of the British Institute of

Management stimulated interest in other European countries for interfirm

comparisons through the Organization of European Economic Cooperation

and its publication, The Productivity Measurement Review. Unfortu-

nately, interfirm comparison in the United States is, at present, in the

trial and error stage. Most managers in new and expanding industries in

the United States do not have access to comparable information, because

of the lack of a measurement system tailored to their own use.

Interfirm comparison is, in general, still in the process of evolu-

tion. The approaches to interfirm comparison should be improved to meet

the following criteria: ease of data collection, disclosure of produc-

tivity measures, diagnosis of productivity contingencies, emphasis upon

a discrete production unit, integration of data with the management

information system, and identification of a normative performance

level.
4

Productivity interfirm comparison and its methodologies are

proposed in this thesis in order to achieve some of these potentials.

Need for the Study

The British pyramid structure has been constructed with a manage-

ment orientation. Profitability--the return on investment--was selected

as the primary ratio of the firm, and other ratios branch out from this

measure. Although this emphasis may be consistent with management
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objectives in many cases, it does not necessarily mean that it is a good

productivity measure, as management may pursue profitability to the det-

riment of long-term productivity. Thus, the pyramid structure developed

by Ingham and Harrington has to be revised in order to comprehend true

productivity characteristics. By doing so, the measurement phase of the

interfirm comparison can be an integral part of the productivity infor-

mation system, which must be compatible with other efforts for produc-

tivity improvement within individual firms.

An individual firm's objective of productivity improvement is

achieved by what is known as a "productivity cycle" within the firm

through the phases of productivity measurement, evaluation, planning,

and improvement. Consequently, methodologies for interfirm comparison

which utilize the interfirm measurement data are necessary in order to

support evaluation, planning, and improvement phases of the productivity

cycles of individual firms. In this way, complete interfirm comparison

can play the main role of productivity improvement within participating

business firms.

Purpose of the Study

The general purpose of this study is to provide complete method-

ologies for interfirm comparison which are oriented toward productivity

measurement, evaluation, and planning of participating firms. Specif-

ically, it includes:

1. Delineation and definition of the characteristics of a produc-

tivity interfirm comparison in conjunction with an industry

production system and individual firms' productivity cycles.
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2. Discussion and development of an ideal administrative procedure

for a productivity interfirm comparison scheme.

3. Development of a pyramid ratio structure for the productivity

measurement system that can be utilized for productivity inter-

firm comparison.

4. Discussion of methods for presenting the performance distribu-

tion and their limitations.

5. Development of a systematic interfirm evaluation technique to

identify weak performance areas in productivity.

6. Development of an analytic model for interfirm productivity

planning to identify the most influential ratios for achieving

productivity improvement within each firm.

7. Application of the above methodologies to a productivity inter-

firm comparison scheme in the food processing industry which

includes:

a. Application of pyramid structure model.

b. Application of systematic interfirm evaluation.

c. Application of the interfirm planning model.

The general intent of these purposes is to explore the potential bene-

fits that can be derived from the implementation of the newly proposed

productivity interfirm comparison scheme.

Methodology

The first part of the study is devoted to laying out the framework

for the adequacy of interfirm comparison as an effective tool for pro-

ductivity improvement within individual firms. The abstraction approach

is used for modeling the productivity interfirm comparison scheme. The
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relationship between interfirm comparison and the productivity cycle

within individual firms is delineated.

Two approaches are used for the development of productivity inter-

firm comparison methodologies. A prescriptive approach is used for the

development of the administrative procedure for the comparison scheme.

Difficulties imposed by the conventional interfirm comparison method are

examined first, and potential solutions are suggested. A theoretical

approach is used for the remainder of the methodologies. Existing the-

ories and techniques in the areas of productivity measurement and analy-

sis are examined and utilized to support the development of the pyramid

structure models for interfirm measurement and evaluation. Corre-

lation/regression analysis is utilized for interfirm evaluation, and a

multiple regression model is proposed for interfirm planning.

The final phase of the study is an application of the methodologies

developed. The Productivity Interfirm Comparison (PIC) program of the

Northwest Food Processors Association was used as the comparison scheme

to which the methodologies are applied. The applicability of the meth-

odologies developed is demonstrated by the illustration of a part of the

PIC program.

Organization of the Study

Relevant background information regarding interfirm comparison ex-

tracted from the literature is presented in Chapter II. Some related

topics, such as ratio analysis, are also included. The purpose of

Chapter II is to examine conventional interfirm comparison methods and

to provide insight into the characteristic of the methodologies to be

developed in later chapters.
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In Chapter III, the framework of the productivity interfirm compar-

ison methodologies is laid out. The intent of Chapter III is to provide

information which relates the methodologies that follow in the later

chapters to the original setting. Also included in Chapter III is the

development of an administrative procedure for the comparison scheme.

Critical difficulties in the conventional interfirm comparison are high-

lighted, and important aspects to be considered for successful implemen-

tation of the productivity interfirm comparison are discussed.

The general pyramid structure model for the interfirm productivity

measurement system is developed in Chapter IV. To this end, existing

productivity measurement techniques are examined in the first part.

Then, a general framework for constructing the pyramid structure is laid

out. Existing theories are applied for the specification of produc-

tivity ratios at each tier of the pyramid structure.

Chapter V deals with the development of methodologies for interfirm

productivity evaluation and planning. To achieve this, relevant produc-

tivity analysis is carried out beforehand, utilizing the mathematical

and statistical relationships between different aspects of the produc-

tion system. Correlation/regression models are utilized for interfirm

evaluation in exposing weak performance. Then, a multiple regression

model is utilized to develop interfirm productivity planning, utilizing

the correlation between productivity ratios and other information.

An illustration of the methodologies previously developed is pre-

sented in Chapter VI. First is a description of the "Productivity

Interfirm Comparison" program of the Northwest Food Processors Asso-

ciation. Then the methodologies of the productivity interfirm compari-

son are applied step by step to one subgroup of program participants.
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Emphasis is placed on the applicability of the methodologies, rather

than implementation of the specific program.

Chapter VII is a summary of the study including the major findings

of the present research and recommendations for future investigations of

productivity interfirm comparison and related areas.
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CHAPTER II

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT AND BACKGROUND OF

INTERFIRM COMPARISON

Origin of Interfirm Comparison

Many writers seem to suggest that interfirm comparison is an inven-

tion of the American business community. An intensive search, however,

indicates that its exact origin is not clear.

Research by Walter Mitchell, Jr.' cites four different theories for

the origin of cooperative exchange of information in the United States.

His first theory, which applies to the early American business

community, is that information was exchanged for self-preservation, to

stabilize prices and to gain mutual relief from competitive pressures,

as the early American "one man" or family businesses were extremely vul-

nerable to adverse fluctuations of prices. Furthermore, he affirms that

the interchange of data on working conditions and wages was initiated to

defeat the union movement. Pierre Vallee and Maurice Teillac support

this theory by tracing the origin of interfirm comparison back to the

first attempts of American businessmen to exchange information for the

measurement of labor productivity.
2

Mitchell's second theory is that there was a movement in the 1920s

among the managers of superior leadership to exchange information in

order to increase industry productivity. Mitchell singled out former

President Herbert Hoover who, during his term as Secretary of Commerce,
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encouraged legitimate cooperative effort between firms as the person be-

hind the interfirm comparison movement.

His third theory involves freedom from fear of government reprisal.

On the premise that actions of government officials in the U.S. were

judged by the citizens at the ballot box as opposed to showing disap-

proval by force, Mitchell concludes that there was less chance for mis-

use of exchange information for taxation or other governmental purposes

in the U.S. as compared to other countries.

His fourth theory recognizes the utilization of private trade asso-

ciations in the U.S. Mitchell considers this the most important impor-

tant development of cooperative exchange of information, holding that

the private organizations had advantages over governmental or associa-

tion exchange agents through their close security of information, speed

of the process, more useful format for management decision purposes, and

low costs.

During the late nineteenth century the system of cost accounting

developed among English-speaking countries, with the earliest detailed

description of a system of standard costing belonging to an American,

John Whitmore. David Solomon credits the development of interfirm com-

parison to this event. He argues that since interfirm comparisons are.

an examination of efficiency between firms, they could not have existed

in any degree of sophistication before the advent of cost accounting.
3

On the other hand, Gehard Schott, one of the early investigators of

interfirm comparison, wrote that interfirm comparison is originally a

German technique that eventually spread to other countries.
4

In Great

Britain, J. C. Higgins and K. C. Jackson assert that the use of the ini-

tial exchange of data is evident in literature on the early British
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history of mechanized textile printing,
5
while Herbert Ingham and L.

Taylor Harrington believe that the use of interfirm comparison in the

form of comparative surveys dates back to around 1890.
6

Development of Ratio Analysis

Literature indicates that ratio analysis in the United States has

provided a rich source of historical and theoretical material for man-

agement interfirm comparison model, later developed in Great Britain.

The development of ratio analysis is reviewed here, not only to trace

the background of (management) interfirm comparison model, but also to

suggest methodological procedures for productivity interfirm comparison

model to be discussed in the next chapter.

The latter half of the nineteenth century, the period of the last

stages of America's drive to industrial maturity, gave birth to the

development of financial statement analysis. Before the turn of the

century, financial statement analysts discovered that financial informa-

tion in the form of ratios represented fundamental progress in under-

standing the financial conditions of a firm. This important discovery

initiated a new field of "ratio analysis" and influenced future courses

of the "managerial analysis" as well as the "credit analysis."

Although there was much overlap, the development paths of ratio

analysis for credit purposes and for managerial purposes were different.

"Financial ratio analysis" (credit analysis) emphasized measures of

ability to pay, whereas "management ratio analysis" (managerial

analysis) emphasized profitability measures. Both of these paths were

followed in the United States, and each proponent freely borrowed from

the other; but financial ratio analysis dominated the general
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development of the ratio analysis.
7

In contrast, ratio analysis in

Great Britain developed within a management orientation to a greater

extent than in the United States.
8

Financial ratio analysis in the

United States has been developed within the frame of interfirm

comparison (cross-sectional analysis) as well as that of intrafirm

comparison (time-series analysis).

In 1919, Alexander Wall's classic report was published under the

title of "Study of Credit Barometer."9 In this study, Wall compiled

seven different ratios of 981 firms for an unspecified time period. He

stratified these firms by industry and by geographical location, with

nine sub-divisions in each strata. Although he did not subject this

data to any further analysis, he believed he found great ratio variation

between graphical areas and between types of businesses. Wall's study

is historically significant because it popularized the ideas of using

many ratios, and using emperically determined relative ratio criteria,

thus fulfilling the analysts' need for interfirm analysis. His legacy,

the usage of many types of ratios in analysis, resulted in the prolific

development of different types of ratios during the 1920s, continuing to

the present time. Wall himself attempted to mitigate the effect of

ratio proliferation by developing a ratio index. This index was essen-

tially a weighted average of different ratios with the weights being the

relative value assigned to each ratio by the analysts.
10

Another important development was taking place at approximately the

same time as Wall's study, but in the area of managerial usage of

ratios. In about 1919, the du Pont Company began to use a ratio tri-

angle system in evaluations of its operating results.
11

The top of the

triangle was return on investment ratio (profits/total assets) and the
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base consisted of profit margin ratio (profit/sales) and capital

turnover ratio (sales/total assets). This system held promise for pro-

viding a framework wherein ratios could be developed in a logical

fashion. Unlike Wall's study, this significant study went largely

unnoticed until recent times.
12

Around 1923, James H. Bliss considered ratios to be "indicators of

the status of fundamental relationship within the business;
13

and

furthermore he believed standard relationships would be set by competi-

tive conditions. From these premises he developed a model of the firm

which consisted entirely of ratios. He continuously interwove the rela-

tionships of ratios which measured cost and expense, turnover, and

financial relationships with ratios which measured earnings. Bliss was

a special figure in the history of ratio analysis, as he presented the

first coherent system of ratios which were tied together in a logical a

priori fashion. Unfortunately, his contribution was not expanded upon

and since then has been largely forgotten in the U.S.
14

Determination of the most efficacious group of ratios was one of

the two topics of significant development in the 1930s. Roy A. Foulke

was most successful in this effort. His empirically selected 14 ratios

were widely promulgated in the 1930s under the auspices of Dun and

Bradstreet, and quickly became the most influential and well-known

industry average ratio series. Foulke was particularly important in the

development of ratio analysis because his efforts brought to fruition

the approach which became the essential "modus operandi" of ratio analy-

sis in the U.S., which persists to the present time.
15

The second significant development in the 1930s were studies on the

efficiency of ratios as predictors of business financial difficulties,
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and these continued through the 1940s and afterwards. Early studies

represented an extremely significant event in the development of ratio

analysis because they were the first carefully developed attempts to

utilize the scientific method of determining the utility of ratios.

More sophisticated analysis of ratio predictive power was provided by

Merwin in the early 1940s.
16

He analyzed six years' trends of a large

number of ratios of "continuing" and "discontinuing" firms, and selected

three ratios as very sensitive predictors of discontinuance.

The path of ratio analysis during 1940-50 became more diversified.

The first development in the early 1940s in the U.S. was the breakdown

of the ratio, return on investment, for purposes of managerial analysis.

This line of development in the U.S., however, did not go beyond the two

secondary ratios of profit margin and capital turnover.

Ratios used as variables for examining and describing economic

activity in this period further widened the empirical base of ratio

analysis. This development includes additional evaluation of the pre-

dictive power of ratios, and usage of ratios as a series of studies

dealing with the quality of credit under various cyclical conditions.

An interesting application of the predictive power of ratios to the psy-

chological characteristic of firms can be found in Sorter and Becker's

study of the relationships of financial ratios to a psychological model

of "corporate personality."

Another empirical development during this period was the beginning

of a more rigorous scrutiny of the nature of financial ratios. Studies

of the effects on ratios of different accounting procedures such as LIFO

inventory valuation, and the examination of the behavior of various
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ratios purporting to measure the defensive position of the firm are

examples of this development.

Other important advances of this period include the increased

emphasis given to the role of ratios in the operations of small busi-

nesses and new interest in the funds statement along with the advent of

the funds statement ratio.
17

Starting from the early 1960s, there developed an empirical line of

research on such topics as the ability of financial ratios to predict

bankruptcy or bond ratings, and work on the random-walk behavior of

security prices. Along with this trend, there have also been important

attempts to provide theoretical foundations for the methodologies used

and issues addressed.

In 1974, Baruch Lev attempted the first synthesis of original

studies on the topic of financial statement analysis into a comprehen-

sive package.
18

Until that time, literature on the financial statement

analysis had been generally devoid of any reference to the information

contained in financial statements. In his view, financial statement

analysis is an information-processing system designed to provide

firm-related data for decision makers. Thus, it is considered as an

integrated part of economic and financial decision theories. Lev's

studies have become a landmark for future research in the area of finan-

cial ratio analysis.

Interfirm Comparison (IFC) Model

In one of the earliest published accounts of interfirm comparison

study, Albert Schnettler suggested special comparisons for each of the

following measurements to satisfy management's needs: balance sheet,
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cost accounts, productivity, profitability, personnel, growth perfor-

mance, and trading--both purchasing and selling.
19

It is obvious that

he emphasized the management aspects of comparisons between firms.

In Britain, Bliss' measure of return on investment was regarded as

a major indication of successful business management and of profitabil-

ity. As the interfirm comparison for management control became more

popular in Britain during the 1950s, proliferation of ratios occurred

for the measurement of management performance, just as the U.S. counter-

part of financial ratios proliferated in later years. Individual com-

panies had difficulties in selecting meaningful yardstick ratios of per-

formance.

The pyramid structure for selecting ratios was conceived by Ingham

and Harrington from their effort to alleviate these difficulties, and to

provide management with an integrated and minimum set of ratios. Each

of these ratios gives an answer to a real business question and is

closely related to the subject of the primary objective management

ratio.

The process of "QAM (Question, Answer, Measurement)" or "pyramid"

method of ratio selection is to select the primary ratio for per,formance

comparison by asking what can be regarded as a major indication of suc-

cessful management. Once this management objective ratio is determined,

the next step is to identify subsequent secondary ratios by asking what

are the ratios that could reveal the information as to "which of the

factors likely to cause interfirm differences in the primary measurement

have in fact been operative?" This process is repeated until the ratios

at the fourth level which are concerned with physical quantities are

found.
20

This process is shown in Figure 1.



Figure 1. "QAM" Procedure of Selecting Management Ratios

ANSWER: An adverse change In the relationship between sales
and total costs
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MEASUREMENT
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See the rations examples in Chapters 2-5

ANSWER
MEASUREMENT

I

ANSWER

I
MEASUREMENT

I.

QUESTION: How successful have the operations of the business been in a given period?

ANSWER: This can be judged by comparing the existent and previous relationships between
the profits coined by the business and the assets employed in its operations.

MEASUREMENT: Opnanng prola/Operafing own (ratio 1)

QUESTION: If there has been a fall in this ratio, to what might it be due?

ANSWER: An adverse change in the relationship between sales and operating assets

MEASUREMENT: Alternative ratios:

Sulu /Operating own ('tutnover' of assns) (ratio 3)
()perusing anets/SJk, (assets employed per C000 of We.) (utie IR)

QUESTION: What telationships between operating nuts and sales have
changed and thereby caused these ratios to become less favourable?

ANSWER: There may have been adverse change
in the relationship between the value
of current assets and sales.

MEASUREMENT: Current usoeta/Sala

QUESItOtt. What relationships between the value of
cuirass assets and sales have changed
and thereby caused the satio to rise

e. become less favourable)?

ANSWER: There may have been en adverse change its
the relationship between the value of
fixed assets and sales.

MEASUREMENT: Freed aluiSak
QUESTION: What relationship* between the value of
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thereby caused the ratio to rise (i.e.
become less favourable)?

ANSWER: A rise in the ratio of
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have been due to an adverse
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between the value of stocks
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ANSWER: A rise in me ratio of
current assets/sales may
have been due to an adverse
change in the relationship
between the value of debtors
and sal..

MEASUREMENT: Slacks/sale) MEASUREMENT: Debtors/Saks

NOTE: The division of costs and asset items shown on this diagram is a general one which will apply to many
industries, but it can, of course, be modified to suit the conditions in any particular industry or trade
(see e g. the engineering industry pyramids of ratios in Figures 2.3 and 2.4, and the non-manufacturing
Industry examples in Chapter 5).

SOURCE: Centre for Interfirm Comparison, Ltd., 1980.

al

ANSWER: A rise in the ratio of the value
of fixed assets/sales may have
been due to an adverse change in
she relationship between the value
of property and plant, and sales.

ANSWER: A rise in the ratio of the value
of fixed assets/sales may have
been due to an adverse change in
the relationship between she value
climber freed assets and ales.

MEASUREMENT: Pr perry and plata:Sala MEASUREMENT: Ocher fiord asuii/Saks
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By applying this method, Ingham and Harrington were able to design

a pyramid structure of management ratios with return on investment at

its apex and various profit and expense margins descending on one side

and various asset and equity turnovers on the other side. This model

was meant to give an integrated view of company performance capable of

being amended to suit the needs of different industries and levels of

management. Figure 2 illustrates how this amendment can be made for the

engineering industry.

Their work, allied to the results of their study of methods of

interfirm comparison, formed the basis for the setting up of the Centre

for Interfirm Comparison in 1959, and for the later development of inte-

grated ratio systems for many different industries and levels of manage-

ment by the Centre and others. As the techniques became more sophis-

ticated, the use of this integrated ratio system was spread to a wide

range of business profiles and expanded to the non-manufacturing orga-

nizations.
21

The most recent development in interfirm comparison is the creation

of an organization for international interfirm comparison. The Centre

for European Interfirm Comparison was established by the Centre for

Interfirm Comparison in London to fulfill the need for management for

performance yardsticks which go beyond national boundaries.



Characteristics of Interfirm Comparison

Comparability

21

Comparability is very important when attempting interfirm compari-

son. There are two different aspects that should be discussed here.

The first is concerned with the basis of accounting data of partic-

ipating firms. Differences among participants in the basis of

accounting data might arise from the following categories:

I. Method of accounting for inflation.

2. Adoption of assessment methods, e.g., methods of depreciation,

allocation of fixed charges, etc.

3. Treatment of cost items.

4. Commercial customs, e.g., financial year, end dates, etc.

Clearly, differences in the accounting method, systems of account

clarification, or definitions of terms weaken the usefulness of inter-

firm comparison. There is no evidence, however, that a uniform

accounting system is obligatory for participants. In practice, it is

often necessary to compromise the accounting requirements. Usually the

accounting terms should be defined in great detail, and some general

guidance on the method of assessment on major accounting concern is pre-

ferred.
22

The second aspect of comparability is concerned with a firm's simi-

larity to other firms in comparison, in terms of features and
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characteristics. Ingham and Harrington commented on this type of

comparability. They explained:

What about comparability of the firms themselves? Are
interfirm comparisons ruled out unless the firms are of the
same size, make the same products in the same way, operate in
the same locality, employ the same kind of plant, use the same
method of distribution, etc.? The answer to this is that the
object of interfirm comparison is not to compare "firms" as
such, but to reveal what effect certain differences in their
features and practices have on their performance (as
reflected, for example, in profits and costs, sales output,
productivity). In fact, if there were no differences between
the firms taking part, they could learn nothing from the com-
parison.

What people really mean when they raise the question of
comparability is that firms should be sufficiently comparable
for useffi conclusions to be drawn from comparisons of their
figures.

Determining what is "sufficiently comparable" depends on various

criteria of highly technical nature; but as a rule of thumb, as simi-

larity between products, processes, location etc. increase, this type of

comparability also increases.

Confidentiality

Interfirm comparison requires managers to give up certain guarded

information which they consider valuable. Because of this inherent

nature of the interfirm comparison, the valuable information is submit-

ted voluntarily into the system. To provide for voluntary submission of

valuable information, confidentiality must be assured during all phases

of the comparison. The exchange agent or trade association are

considered to be capable of performing this function. Michael King of

the Confederation of British Industry describes a system to be used by

the exchange agent to carry out this function as follows:

Participating companies contribute their figures anonymously,
under code numbers given to them by the conducting body, which
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uses the figures to calculate ratios or percentages. Those
are then shown, under code numbers, on tables. Such presenta-
tion reduces the possibility of identification.

Ratios do not disclose the actual figures of companies taking
part: A company's sales may have been $100,000 with capital
of $50,000; another's sales may have been $20,000 with a capi-
tal of $10,000; in both cases, the ratio of sales to capital
will be 2:1 (or a capital turnover of two times a year).

Furthermore, the ratio shown in IFC tables are unlikely to be
the same as those which might be calculated from published ac-
counts. Most of the information on which they are based is
not given in published accounts, and such key items are fig-
ures for profit and assets (fixed and current) are defined in
a special way. And in the interests of confidentiality, 5ke
IFC ratios are available only to participating companies.

An alternative to this procedure to insure security would be for

each firm in the comparison to prepare their input data in ratio or per-

centage form and submit it anonymously. This places the burden of com-

puting inputs on participating firms, but there is also a lingering

doubt as to whether the inputs were calculated accurately.

Gehard Schott advocates reporting only the high, low and industry

average as a way to insure confidentiality.
25

This technique has been

criticized because it tends to generalize the information and much of

the value of the interfirm comparison is lost. The Centre for Interfirm

Comparison handles this problem as follows:

The IFC will have its greatest impact if the tables on which
the results of the comparison are presented to a participant
show him his firm's own ratios with actual ratios of all other
basically similar participants (anonymously under code let-
ters).

Medians and quartiles of these ratios are also shown on the
tables; but being accompanied by the actual ratios of all
firms, their averages are not presented as the principal
yardsticks of performance; they are mainly provided to give
additional guidance to their managements, particularly wher26
the number of firms covered by a table is relatively large.
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To assure confidentiality of information during collection, pro-

cessing and dissimination, it is suggested that the exchange organiza-

tion assign a comparison director who is responsible for the security

during these phases.
27

There remains, however, a question regarding who

is liable for the damage done to a participating firm as a result of a

compromise of security.

Frequency

Interfirm comparison was designated as a management control tech-

nique, according to the work toward a standard definition of management

begun in 1948 by the British Institute of Management.
28

Thus, the in-

formation needs of management provides a possible clue for the deter-

mination of frequency of the comparison.

It is obvious that the output of the comparison is needed on a reg-

ular basis, since management control is a continuous ongoing process. A

large portion of the control input comes from internal company sources

(cost, production and personnel reports) on a daily, weekly, or monthly

basis. However, this does not mean that interfirm comparison should be

carried out on this same frequency. Vallee and Teillac implied use of

subsequent comparison input after a representative length of time.

About the use of comparison output, they write:

Comparisons are sufficiently accurate if they reveal that sig-
nificant differences between firms really exist. The purpose
of comparisons is not to be able to state that firm A is 6.3
percent more efficient than Firm B, but to find out if
differences in methods of operation in the firms lead to
economic results whIgh are so different that they justify
changes in methods.

Another question that might regulate the frequency of comparison is

at what points in time are the necessary data most easily obtained from
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the company records? The U.S. Federal Government requirement to close

accounts and figure tax on an annual basis, or the new requirement of

U.S. stock exchanges that companies file quarterly financial statements

to be listed are examples of this.
30

Frequency also depends on the object of the comparison. A general

or partial comparison which uses a set of general ratios and enrolls a

wider range of firms requires less frequency than a proper or complete

comparison that covers every important aspect of performance.
31

The complete interfirm comparison justifies more frequency, because

it is used by firms of more similar character, and thus the output is

more meaningful.

Practices of Interfirm Comparison

The modern use of interfirm comparison are mainly based on the

British pyramid structure model and procedures practiced at the Centre

for Interfirm Comparison established in Britain in 1959. Recent prac-

tices of interfirm comparisons throughout the world have been strongly

influenced by these.

Interfirm Comparisons in Great Britain

Since the Centre for Interfirm Comparison was set up in 1959 by the

British Institute of Management in association with the British Produc-

tivity Council, it has produced numerous interfirm comparisons for

participating firms in a variety of industries throughout Britain.

During the period from 1959 to 1974 alone, they have been introduced in

80 industries in Britain, covering several thousand industrial firms.

Certain trade associations, some in conjunction with the Centre for
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Interfirm Comparison, others independently, also produced interfirm

comparison schemes with varying degrees of success.

Various basic pyramid structure models, which were constructed by

the "QAM" method with return on investment ratio at its apex, such as

shown in Figure 2, are built and used according to the needs of indi-

vidual industries. Additional ratios are often used to help management

in continuing the process of systematically narrowing down possible rea-

sons of their companies' unfavorable performance. The results of these

ratios are typically presented as arrays of ratios, where every indi-

vidual company's ratios are presented in each column.

Background data, such as size of firm, policy with respect to coor-

dinating, sales and production, marketing outlets, and production pro-

cess, are also used in order to reveal the relationship across the pyra-

mid, as there are many factors that affect both branches of the pyramid.

The organizations conducting interfirm comparison require these kinds of

information as a help in interpreting to participants the numerical

differences between their ratios of primary interests. All these data

are used for the analysis and interpretation of each ratio's

performance.

A real world example of British interfirm comparison is presented

in Tables 1 and 2. The benefit of participating in interfirm comparison

for Firm 1 in the example is stated as follows:

First, the satisfaction of seeing its overall policy is jus-
tified. This may be an important matter to those in the com-
pany who may have had to fight for the firm's sales/production
policy to be introduced or continued. However, the firms man-
agement will be put on inquiry as to the justification for its
high stock investment ratio. It will also be prompted to
question the wisdom of continuing with a comparatively old
plant, bearing in mind the possible impact of this on its
long-term competitive position and its current repair and



Figure 2. A Pyramid Ratio Structure for a British Engineering Industry
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The following equations show the relationships between the principal ratios of the pyramid:
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TABLE 1. An Example of British Information Comparison: The Basic Pyramid Ratios

Rados

1 2

Return on operating assets
I Operating profitioperating assets (%) 25.1 23.9

Profit margin on sale, and turnover of a
2 Operating profit/sales (%) 19.0 19.9
3 Sales/operating assets (times) 1.12 1.10

General cost ratios (as %of total sales)
4 Production cost of sales 62.8 615
5 Research and development costs 0.5 1.0
8 Distribution and marketing ants 10.9 11.6
7 Administrative costs 6.8 4.0

Production costs (as % of sales value of production)
8 Materials costs 32.0 28.7
II Works labour costs 16.5 22.1

10 Other production costs 14.3 12.7II Work sub-contracted -
Total operating, current and fixed assets (('s per ( 1,0(8)of sales)
3a Operating assets 758 813
12 Current assets 465 481
13 Fixed assets 293 352

Current asset items Ces per (1,000 ofsales)
14 Materials stocks 80 110
16 Work in progress 43 40
14 Finished goods stocks 132 102
17 Debtors 210 229

Fixed asset items (('s per (1,000 of sales)
18 Land and buildings 130 158
14 Plant and machinery 160 1149
20 Other fixed assets 3 5

Total original cost at current prices written down by an agreed standard annual depreciation
percentage (CCP-D).

The firms whose ratios are shown on this table have used the same definitions of accounting terms
and the some valuation principles. This means that their ratios are comparable. For instance, all
have exptessed the values of their plant and machinery in terms of cost at current prices (deprecia-
ted), not in terms of historical cost. See Chapter 6.
Median ratios
Under each of the ratio headings of Tables 3.1 and 3.2 one figure is in italic; for example, in TA&
3.1 ratio 1 of Firm 5. This figure represents the middle value or median for the ratio In question.

Firma

3 4 5 8 7 e is

18.9 16.1 /1.3 112 8.8 7.9 4.1

15.1 9.9 10.3 11.5 8.7 8.9 4.7
1.25 1.63 1.29 1.15 1.01 0.90 0.87

71.1 74.7 71.5 71.9 75.4 77.4 80.2
0.9 0.7 0.7 I1 1.4 0.2
4.7 7.2 6.2 5.8 7.3 4.6 6.4
8.2 7.5 10.1 9.7 7.2 9.1 8.5

33.9 30 1 397 31.6 316 34.7 35.8
23 2 28.3 15.7 24.1 24.8 27.4 28.9
14.0 9.2 10.4 11.3 114 15.3 15.5

7.1 6.7 4.9 5.6

800 613 775 869 990 1,111 1,149
412 350 369 449 549 582 608
188 261 406 420 441 529 541

81 79 68 92 100 101 82
63 62 81 106 188 225 245
/7 37 39 45 44 57

2 21 172 179 206 217 203 224

194 169 201 214 311 277 268
190 163 194 203 123 246 264

4 5 4 3 7 6 9

The median is the figure which is half-way down when the figures for any one ratio are listed from
the highest to the lowest. In out present example of nine firms, the median or middle ratio will
always be the fifth in such a listing. The median is regarded as reflecting the middle or average
performance and is used as a point of tefetence. It is preferred to the arithmetic average because
it is less influenced by extreme values at either end of the range. However, it should not he assumed
that in all circumstances firm should try to change its ratios because they compare 'unfavourably
with the respective medians. For example, a high cost ratio (c g. marketing costs) might he justified
by its effect in producing higher sales and thus better utilization of fixed assets.

SOURCE: Centre for Interfirm Comparison, Ltd., 1980.



TABLE 2. An Example of British Interfirm Comparison: Background Information

Factors
Firms

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1 Size (numbers employed)
A = 500 to 749
B= 750 to 1,000 B

A
B B

A A
B B

A

2 Sales /production policy
(a) predominantly quantity production of standard products made

for stock in anticipation of order
(b) predominantly quantity production to customers' requirements

after receipt of orders
(c) predominantly small quantity production to customers'

orders, with occasional small batch production for stock

3 Bought-out components
Bought-out components/materials cost (%) 32 39 29 33 56 35 40 37 43

4 Metal used
C= predominantly ferrous metal
D = predominantly non-ferrous metal D

C
D

C
I)

C C
13

C

5 Exports
Percentage of export sales to total sales
flow profitable were export sales in relation to total sales

16
Less

40
Less

15
Less

25
Less

23 10
Less

12 30

6 Shift pattern
X = mainly one shift--straight time
Y= mainly one shift with overtime
Z = mainly two shifts straight time

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
X

X

SOURCE: Centre for Interfirm Comparison, Ltd., 1980.
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maintenance costs. Furthermore, with a new plant the utiliza-
tion of works labor might be imprond and the firm's works
labor cost ratio might be reduced.

The results of interfirm comparison can be effectively used for the

betterment of individual companies through careful planning. Careful

planning usually requires several years' implementation of interfirm

comparison and determination of performance targets for the forthcoming

years. In fact, Firm 9, which was the worst performer in the example,

adopted a new policy through such planning and achieved better results

than the targets originally planned.

Interfirm Comparisons in Australia

Interfirm comparisons in Australia are conducted under the auspices

of the Federal Government. There are two groups of ratios used: (1)

financial ratios which are extracted from balance sheets and profit loss

statements, and (2) technical ratios which are based upon operating

data, such as output per man-hour or machine thoroughput per hour. The

former group is basically the pyramid structured ratios as illustrated

earlier. The latter group is additional data for the purpose of gaining

insight as to what are bottomline caurses of ratio difference between

participants. An extract of these ratios for travel agents is shown in

Figure 3. The administrators of the Interfirm Comparison in Australia

found that the participants demanded more ratios as time went by to

match their own internal needs.

An interesting part of Australian interfirm comparison is the way

the results are presented. As shown in Table 3, the medium and best and

worst quartiles are provided for each ratio. An individual company's

result is shown, and the numerical and dollar value of variation of the



Figure 3. Ratios Compared for an Australian
Interfirm Comparison for Travel Agents
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TABLE 3. Report Format of an Australian Interfirm Comparison for Travel Agents
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company from the middle is indicated. Also, when a ratio deviates

significantly, its potential impact is highlighted by indicating other

related ratios to investigate, and corrective actions are suggested by

means of diagnostic statements for underlying ratios. An additional

advantage of these Australian interfirm comparisons is that such data as

wave rates, capital investment levels, and employee turnover levels are

usually available to the participants.

Two different types of actions were taken by the Australian Inter-

firm Comparison group in order to achieve confidentiality. The first is

that the data are shown in a ratio format so that no actual operating

data are disclosed. The other is to assign code numbers to each of the

participants. These code numbers are known only to the organization

conducting interfirm comparison and corresponding participants.

Interfirm Comparisons in Canada

In Canada, interfirm comparisons are a service of the Canadian De-

partment of Industry, and directed by the director of productivity

improvement service program branch. From 1969 to the present, 45 dif-

ferent industry sectors have been under study covering 1200 individual

firms.

The primary ratios measured in Canadian interfirm comparison are

return on assets invested and operating profit over operating assets.

Productivity is a major concern in Canadian interfirm comparisons. The

objective of interfirm comparisons are stated as: improving firm pro-

ductivity and profitability, thus competitiveness in domestic and inter-

national markets, promoting measurement techniques, and providing
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knowledge to the government regarding policy decision for the business

sectors.

Productivity is usually measured in terms of sales per employee,

and value added per hour worked. Also measured are ratios such as unit

of product manufactured or processes per hour worked when the production

of all the participants in a group is homogeneous.

The report format of typical Canadian interfirm comparisons shows

the median, highest, and lowest actual ratio values, along with percent-

age differences between these values, as shown in Table 4. In contrast

to the Australian interfirm comparison study method, which employs ques-

tionnaires or surveys mailed out to participants, a case worker method

is used in Canada. The purpose of this method is to standardize so that

all data are treated uniformly. Some Canadian interfirm comparison

literature points out the importance of using measured costs rather than

standard costs which are recorded in some accounting systems.

Interfirm Comparisons in the United States

The earliest interfirm comparisons in the United States were

examined in conjunction with the development of financial ratio analy-

sis. Financial analyses are still very popular in this country, having

the objective of deriving information needed for financial decisions by

comparing the investigated ratios with exogenous norms or standards.

Comparison with industry-wide measures, such as industry means, medians,

or weighted means, is known as the standard ratios technique. Data on

such standard ratios for a large set of industries are periodically pub-

lished by Dun and Bradstreet, Robert Morris Associates, and other finan-

cial institutions.



TABLE 4. Report Format of a Typical

MANUFACTURERS

Canadian Interfirm

IlIgh Mediae Low

Comparison

Percuntaus Difference between

Median and Lowest and

ucroa FISCAL YEAR 1978
$

_

$ $ hest

Us:langur
Oust

rarfarsur

Men's Bouts 13.26 8.76

____

8.66 51 53
Men's Dress 4 Casual Shoes 13.93 9.70 8.37 44 66

Womon's Shoes 10.39 8.27 5.96 25 74

Children's Shoes 11.29 10.59 8.43 7 34

Women's Bouts 10.19 9.31 6.27 9 63
Slippers 4 Macassins 22.66 7.80 5.87 191 286

Iron Foundries (7,001 to 60,000 tons) 27.43 12.72 10.26 116 167
" a (lip to 7,000 tons) 20.29 11.08 6.14 83 230

Jobbing Fonidrios (5,000 to 15,000 tuns) 13.1)9 8.71 7.62 50 72
o a (Up to 5,00) tons) 9.73 8.62 5.50 13 77

Sleet Foundrius 18.97 14.38 10.58 32 79

Wooden Windows 4 Boors (Sales over S Million) 23.74 19.13 16.37 24 45
0 0 " ($2 to S Million) 26.30 15.27 12.62 72 108
a al a ($0.75 Million to 2 Million) 18.13 13.88 12.31 31 47
a 0 0 (below $0.75 Million) 15.79 11.34 9.113 39 75

SWUM FISCAL YEAR 1979

Hosiery (Sales uvor $3.5 Million) 13.95 12.50 8.69 12 61

(Sales below $3.5 Million) 16.15 10.45 7.91 55 104

Carpet (Solos over $10 Million) 41.06 31.06 27.14 32 51
" (Sales 'below $10 Million) 41.19 24.71 14.76 67 179

Paint (Indostrial) 148.511 72.22 411.60 106 266
44 (Trade, Sales over $10 Million)

(Trade, Sitla below $10 Million)
142.39
55.71)

107.83
50.25

34.90
35.00

32

II

308

59

Aluminum Windows 4 Doors (Sales over $5 Million)
. 27.10 22.06 15.60 23 74

a " (Sales below $S Million) 25.25 18.75 17.18 35 47
Steel Construction Fabricators (Over 8,801) tons) 78.75 22.01 10.66 258 639

a a a (Below 8,000 tons) 45.49 26.90 14.99 69 2113

Hechnnical Contractors (h.C.) (Solos over $3.5
Pillion) 45.84 30.01 24.74 52 85

II ($2 to 3.5 Million)
a ($1 to 2 Million)

35.62
43.72

30.93
33.57

29.70
25.88

IS

30
20
09

e. " (below $1 Million) 64).67 36.80 31.82 81 110

SOURCE: Imre Bernolak, "New Productivity Thrust from Effective Measurement."
Industry, Trade and Commerce, Ottawa, Canada.

In
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It is often argued in the financial analysis literature that inter-

firm ratio analysis should be restricted to comparable firms having

similar characteristics in terms of:

1. the kind of industry,

2. the size of firms,

3. use of accounting methods,

4. geographical area.

Some significant differences among industry groupings have been noted.

There is little evidence, however, that the differences in these charac-

teristics have significant effect on the analysis of individual com-

panies' financial conditions. In any event, the widespread belief in

the importance of the comparability usually led researchers to stratify

samples according to the above criteria.

Table 5 shows how the result of such studies are presented. In the

example, industry averages were used as standard ratios. The selection

of financial ratios reported have been determined empirically. The most

popular ratios are those key business ratios selected by Dun and

Bradstreet,
33

and include such ratios as fixed assets to tangible net

worth, current debt to tangible net worth, inventory to net working

capital, and funded debts to net working capital.

Management interfirm comparisons for particular industries, obvi-

ously borrowed from British interfirm comparison method, have also been

practiced in the United States and have begun to attract attention. For

this kind of interfirm comparison in the United States, concern over the

recent productivity decline seems to have placed more emphasis on pro-

ductivity measures, as opposed to the return on investment ratio and



TABLE 5. Financial Ratio Averages for Selected Industries

Financial Ratios: 1975 Industry Averages
SIC

Code Short Industry Title CR QR DI DE LTDE TIE ES ROA ROE TAT IT ART

1311 Oil-crude producers 1.55 1.21 236 .76 .46 7.94 .19 .09 .17 .48 17.6 4.9

2200 Textile products 2.98 1.56 87 .91 .45 3.20 .02 .03 .03 1.40 5.8 6.6

2300 Textile apparel mfg. 3.49 1.73 82 .98 .41 6.05 .02 .06 .09 1.69 5.1 7.5

3311 Steel-minor 3.25 1.57 64 .90 .45 6.29 .04 .07 .10 1.41 5.4 8.9

3679 Electronic components 3.17 1.45 90 1.07 .50 5.22 .01 .04 .05 1.37 4.0 6.2

3714 Auto parts and accessories 2.78 1.23 71 .87 .45 4.99 .03 .07 .14 1.55 4.9 7.6

3999 MFG inds 2.77 1.38 82 1.38 .69 8.66 .04 .07 .16 1.52 4.9 7.0

4210 Trucking 1.49 1.01 53 1.28 .73 3.55 .02 .05 .12 1.70 64.7 12.2

4511 Air transport 1.33 1.03 80 2.12 1.33 2.97 .02 .04 .06 1.15 38.2 10.3

4911 Electric utilities-flow thru 1.15 N/A N/A 1.31 1.05 2.71 .13 .06 .12 .39 N/A N/A
4912 Electric utilities'- normalized .79 N/A N/A 1.21 .93 2.68 .11 .06 .11 .36 N/A N/A
4924 Natural gas companies 1.02 N/A N/A 1.35 .96 2.80 .07 .06 .13 .68 N/A N/A
5311 Retail department stores 2.11 .88 51 1.17 .54 5.15 .02 .05 .09 2.17 6.9 29.9

5411 Retail-food chains 1.73 .56 15 1.15 .42 6.22 .01 .05 .10 5.28 16.9 100.7

Noire: N/A means data not available.

SOURCE: George Foster, Financial Statement Analysis. Prentice
Hall, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1978, p. 59.
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other management-oriented ratios. Thus, the goal of this interfirm com-

parison can be stated as enhancement of productivity by calling atten-

tion to the particular operational areas that are behind the performance

of industry average or performance target. Several interfirm compari-

sons of this type have been carried out in this country.

No nationwide or industry-wide organization for this kind of inter-

firm comparison has been established in the United States; trade asso-

ciations usually take the task of conducting these interfirm compari-

sons. Interfirm comparison for grocers by National American Wholesale

Grocers Association (NAWGA) is an example.

NAWGA consists of distribution centers in the wholesale grocery

industry which have established productivity standards for their ware-

housing organizations. Ratios measured for comparison are classified in

three different categories--labor, facility, and equipment capitaliza-

tion; and the ratios formed for each category are also broken into three

groups--productivity ratios, utilization ratios and performance ratios.

An example for a particular operation is shown in Table 6. A total of

23 different productivity ratios covering many different warehouse func-

tions are compiled sometime between July and September each year and

reported to members. It is interesting to note that the ratios measured

in this study do not establish any kind of pyramid structure, as evi-

denced in other countries.

Interfirm comparison conducted by National Screw Machine Products

Association (NSMPA) presents another example. All members of NSMPA

receive the annual report, but some 200 companies receive monthly

reports. Some of the ratios included in the annual report are turnover

ratios such as net sales/total employees, net sales/total machine hours,
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TABLE 6. Typical Measures of Receiving Operations Efficiency
for Interfirm Comparison of NAWGA

What is Productivity
Measured ratios

Utilization
ratios

Performance
ratios

Labor Dollar value received/
labor hours

Vehicles unloaded/
labor hours

Equivalent vehicles
unloaded/labor
hours

Weight received/labor
hours

Cartons received/
labor hours

Pallets received/
labor hours

Lines received/labor
hours

Labor hours Actual equivalent vehi-
receiving/ ties unloaded per
labor hrs. labor hour/standard

equivalent vehicles
unloaded per labor
hour

Actual weight received
per labor hour/
standard weight
received per labor
hour

Actual lines received
per labor hour/stan-
dard lines received
per labor hour

Standard hours of
work accomplished/
actual labor hours

Facilities Vehicles unloaded per
dock door/day

Weight unloaded per
dock door/day

Cock doors
used per
day/dock
doors
avail-
able

Actual vehicles un-
loaded per dock door
per day/standard ve-
hicles unloaded per
dock door per day

Equipment Dollar value received/
equipment hours

Weight received/equip-
ment hours

Units received/equip-
ment hours

Equipment Actual equipment down-
hours used time/standard equip-
in rec'v./ down-time
euipmen
hrqs. avail- Actual equipment cost/

budgeted equipmentable
cost

Actual wt.
per move-
ment/max-
imum wt.

capacity

SOURCE: Data from National Council of Physical Distribution Manage-
went. In: "Measuring Productivity," Modern Materials
Handling, February 22, 1980, p. 58.
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net sales/man hours worked, net sales/cost of fixed assets, net sales/

total machine hours, net sales/net working capital, and other ratios

such as raw materials in outside work cost/net sales, direct labor/value

added, administrative cost/value added, currents/current liabilities,

net fixed assets/net worth. There is a total of 30 ratios available

through the annual report. The ratios reported monthly include sales

dollar/screw machine hours, sales dollar/all machine hours, sales

dollar/man-hours worked, capacity usage/machine hours. The ratios col-

lected for the interfirm comparison of NSMPA encompass many financially

oriented ratios, which resemble the ratios included in the British pyra-

mid structured interfirm comparison model.

Table 7 shows how reports of the interfirm comparison of NAWGA are

formatted. Note the items measured, their breakdown between small,

medium and large warehouse operations, and the averages of corresponding

groups. The study of NSMPA follows the same format. It includes an

additional breakdown by the machine types owned by the company. The

purpose of the breakdown is to increase the comparability between com-

panies. This compares with the collection of background information in

the British interfirm comparison.

The concern of confidentiality to the screw machine products indus-

try is handled by collecting ratios, instead of individual data. An

interesting feature of the NSMPA's interfirm comparison is that the

Association provides target levels for their ratios. This can be valu-

able for participants for planning and control purposes. Also, partic-

ipating companies of NSMPA's interfirm comparison may utilize the

reports on an annual basis for planning purposes and on a monthly basis

for control purposes.



TABLE 7. A Basis for Comparison--Warehouse Productivity Figures from the Wholesale Grocers

1976 1977 1978 1979

Where they Small
1
Medium

2
Large

3
Small

1
Medium

2
Large

3
Small Medium Large Small Medium Large

Measured Warehouses Warehouses Warehouses Warehouses

Tons per hour
(total labor)

0.98 1.08 1.09 1.02 1.00 1.19 0.94 1.01 1.26 0.86 0.78 1.06

Pieces selected
per hour

119 132 128 138 120 127 120 134 137 118 126 126

Stockturn rate
(turns per year)

15.07 15.33 17.98 14.83 14.99 18.09 14.61 16.04 16.42 14.32 15.22 16.66

Payroll cost
per case shipped

0.21 0.18 0.19 0.17 0.19 0.25 0.25 0.20 0.21 0.27 0.23 0.26

Payroll as
percent of sales 1.6 1.6 1.7 1.4 1.6 2.1 1.6 1.6 1.8 1.8 1.8 2.0

Payroll cost
per ton (in and out)

7.05 5.88 6.49 5.66 6.45 8.34 8.72 6.88 7.45 10.80 8.20 8.93

1

Small - less than 100,000 sq ft

2Medium 100,000 to 200,000 sq ft
3
Large = over 200,000 sq ft

SOURCE: "Measuring Productivity," Modern Materials Handling, February 22, 1980, p. 59.
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CHAPTER III

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK AND PROCEDURE OF

PRODUCTIVITY INTERFIRM COMPARISON

Introduction

The purpose of this study is to provide a means of improving the

productivity of individual firms that belong to a same industry through

productivity interfirm comparison (PIC) scheme (or technique). To

achieve this objective takes a systematic effort since the nature of

productivity within firms is complicated by a variety of interrelated

factors. The first part of this chapter will discuss the scope and

conceptual framework of the PIC scheme with regard to an industry

production system and productivity cycles of individual firms. The

intent is to focus the study on a systematic framework. The second part

will deal with an ideal procedure for successful implementation of the

PIC scheme. Experience with conventional interfirm comparison (IFC)

scheme is referenced for improvement of the PIC scheme.

Conceptual Framework of Productivity Interfirm Comparison (PIC)

A system is defined as a group of interacting, interrelated, inter-

dependent elements forming, or regarded to form, a collective entity.
1

Furthermore, to define the system more precisely, we give an objective

to the collective entity. Therefore, the subjects of financial and

management ratio analyses, for instance, may be regarded as financial
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and management systems with their objectives to estimate ability to pay

and to measure profitability, respectively.

Through the early history of the ratio analysis, we see that the

measurement of financial and management systems evolved from the current

ratio and the return on investment ratio, respectively, and then

proliferated to include other ratios. This development comes from

analysts' recognition that systems of "financial performance" and

"management efficiency" are too complex to measure with only one ratio.

Rather, they thought that the relationships of different functions

within the system should be represented in a family of ratios, in

correspondence to different aspects of the system. Once this advance

had been made, the number of ratios to be measured increased rapidly,

soon the handling of these ratios became very demanding. The

proliferation of financial ratios during the 1920s in the U.S., and

that of management ratios in the 1950s in the U.K., are examples of this

development.

It is not surprising to find that the development of productivity

ratios for the measurement of the production system within a firm has

followed the same routine. For some time, a total productivity ratio

was believed to be the single best figure to express the efficiency of

an organization. From its inception, however, this ratio has been

questioned as the ideal measure of the production system of a firm, not

only for its practical restriction of data collection availability, but

also for its inability to measure more specific aspects of the

production system within a firm. To compensate for this weakness, other

productivity ratios were conceived, such as factor productivity and

ratio partial productivity ratios. To measure productivity in specific
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areas of operation, various non-standard productivity ratios have been

used. In general, recent practice regarding the use of productivity

ratios emphasizes that a range of productivity measures should be

calculated to obtain the advantages of comparison.
2

This trend seems to

suggest the beginning stage of proliferated productivity ratios.

Weakness of using proliferated ratios for the measurement of a

production system, as well as a financial or management system, is

apparent. For one thing, the number of relationships between elements

within a system is innumerable; so the process of proliferation would

never end. Moreover, when ratios are proliferated without systematic

design, duplication as well as omission of important ratios may result.

Necessity and Approach for the PIC Models

Experience in the area of financial and management ratio analyses

has shown that complex problems involving relationships are best solved

by the use of models. The statistical models for financial analysis and

the interfirm comparison model for management control are examples of

this. Previous research in the area of productivity measurement also

offers several models such as the Factor Productivity Model, the

American Productivity Center Model, the Mundel Productivity Model,

and the Management Criteria Model, to name a few. These are basically

theoretical models with very limited application to the real world.

Models can be classified in two ways: (1) by type and (2) by pur-

pose. Classification of models by type includes: iconic, analog, sym-

bolic, and verbal. Symbolic models use symbols to present concepts and

relationships. They are quite explicit about the form of the

relationship and allows many relationships to be inserted into the model
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simultaneously. When the symbolic model is expressed in mathematical

statements, it is subject to mathematical analysis with the greatest

range of manipulation.
3

Considering the characteristics of intended

purpose of the model, use of ratios as a measurement tool, and the

relationships between ratios, it seems obvious that the best models for

the PIC should be symbolic models.

Classification of models by purpose includes: descriptive,

predictive, and analytic. The analytic model attempts to depict the

form of relationships prevailing between elements of a system based on

an understanding of the phenomena involved. Analytic models combine

elements of both descriptive and predictive models but the relationships

are explicitly depicted, and this increases the ease with which the

model can be controlled.
4

The analytic model is best suited for the

PIC models, since its purpose is to help potential users to understand

the productivity relationships and eventually to utilize derived

information to improve productivity.

An important aspect to be considered in model building is the

method of approach. There are basically two different approaches. The

first is abstraction. In the process of abstraction, the object system

is mapped into one of the mathematical systems or models. The

conclusions derived from the mathematical model by means of a

mathematical argument are converted into a physical conclusion directly

derived from the object system. The latter process is called

interpretation. This presents an opportunity to refine and feed back to

the model. The second approach is realization, the converse of

abstraction. In this process, a mathematical or a conceptual system is

prepared; then a real-world situation that appears to be congruent with
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the system is depicted as a model of the mathematical or conceptual

system.
5

We are interested in mathematical models which allow us to

analyze the inherent relationships within the production system of a

business firm; therefore, the abstraction approach is most appropriate

for our model building.

Productivity Cycle

The common practice of planning, execution, and control of the

management process also applies to the process of productivity

improvement through the course of what is known as a "productivity

cycle." It suggests that four productivity concerns--measurement,

evaluation, planning, and improvement--should form an unending cycle, as

shown in the figure.
6

Productivity
Improvement

Productivity
Measurement

1.-------------...--'-----.
Productivity

Planning

Productivity
Evaluation

Thus, productivity measurement is not an isolated process, but is

closely related to other phases of the productivity cycle; the eventual

objective is productivity improvement within an organization. There-

fore, the conceptual framework of the PIC technique should be consistent

with the function of the productivity cycles of individual firms.

Interfirm Production System

The production systems of individual firms are the systems upon

which measurement of their own productivity characteristics and
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subsequent phases of production cycle must be based. These individual

production systems may differ from each other; thus none of these

specific production systems qualifies the system upon which the PIC

scheme can be based. Given an industry to which the participants of the

PIC scheme belong, a typical production system can be conceived. This

typical system, however, may not represent the individual production

systems, if participants as a whole in the PIC scheme deviate

significantly from the typical firm within the industry. Therefore, a

representative production system, which shall be called the interfirm

production system, is conceptualized through the abstraction of the

production systems of the participating firms. Hence, the conceptual

framework upon which the PIC scheme will be built encompasses the

interfirm production system as well as the individual productivity

cycles of the participants. Then, the functions of measurement,

evaluation, and planning phases of the productivity cycle can be

performed by corresponding phases of the PIC scheme as follows.

First, the function of productivity interfirm measurement will be

performed through an interfirm productivity measurement model to be

built later, to determine which interfirm data are to be compared. The

roles of interfirm productivity evaluation and planning will, then, be

carried out by analyzing the interfirm data in such a way that the

management of each participating firm can identify how each major source

of productivity changes has caused changes in the performance of each

specific ratio in the measurement model. Management can then find clues

as to what is needed to improve certain productivity ratios and how much

improvement can be expected. These functions can be carried out by the
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various mathematical and statistical analysis techniques to be

discussed.

The conceptual framework for our productivity interfirm comparison

model, therefore, can be depicted as in Figure 4. It encompasses the

interfirm production system as an abstraction of individual production

systems, and the measurement, evaluation, and planning functions of the

productivity interfirm comparison scheme as an abstraction of those

functions of individual productivity cycles. The objective is

productivity improvement within the system through the individual firms'

team effort by utilizing the information obtained from the PIC scheme.

Characteristics of Productivity Interfirm Comparison

There will be substantial difference in purpose, orientation, and

emphasis between a conventional Interfirm Comparison (IFC) scheme and a

productivity interfirm comparison (PIC) scheme to be developed; but they

share many of the same principles. Many common characteristics stem

from the aspect of "interfirm comparison" and procedures of the

"scheme."

"Interfirm comparison" (both IFC and PIC schemes) is essentially a

motivational device. It is intended to indicate the areas in which a

company is weaker and stronger than other participants, thus providing a

guide to areas which require management action. The knowledge that

others have performed better can be an incentive to firms seeking

improved methods of operation. Thus, better performances of other firms

may be used as performance targets for weaker ones.
7



Figure 4. Framework of Productivity Interfirm Comparison
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"Interfirm comparison" is also a diagnostic tool. It provides

answers to questions which should have, but may not have, been asked.

It enables individual firms, including the ones which use their own

experience as a guide to the standards, to find out what the real

standards of success are by revealing objective standards achieved by

other firms.
8

In order to complete this function, information must be

provided through data analysis as to the relationship of better

performances to specific strategies and tactics employed by individual

firms, which make the productivity differences in terms of effectiveness

and efficiency.

From a statistical point of view, "interfirm comparison" is an

observational study, because of the survey nature of the scheme.

Therefore, its functions will be performed better, when the number of

participants is a relatively large, fairly representative sample of the

population, although this is not an absolute requirement. Too low

participation may frustrate firms' incentive to improve, since sporadic

distribution of the performance levels might provide a wide gap between

a firm's weak performance level and some of the better performance

levels, or potential performance targets. A representative sample is

important to derive a good estimate of population parameters, and to

increase the reliability of diagnosis to be obtained from the analysis

of the sample statistics.

The contractual and legal nature of participation practiced in the

conventional interfirm comparison (IFC) forecasts, however, many

difficulties in meeting the statistical ideal. Like IFC, PIC must be

undertaken similar contractual and legal environment, in which the

potential participants preserve the right to agree to provide
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productivity information only in exchange for other information that

they consider more valuable. In other words, participation in the PIC

scheme should remain voluntary. Potential statistical difficulties

can be mitigated by statistical scrutiny and various devices for

persuading participation. Stratification by size offers one

possibility. The ultimate expectation is that it may be possible to

obtain unbiased estimates of the mean and other parameters for the

industry by harnessing the experience and industrial know-how of those

organizing the technique, and by surveying of participating firms.
9

Procedure of Productivity Interfirm Comparison

The best way to overcome the weakness of an old scheme and design a

new one is to review criticisms of the existing scheme. For our

productivity interfirm comparison scheme, several criticisms of IFC are

highlighted. A survey undertaken of 32 firms spread over 12 industries

which had participated in IFC revealed two major sources of

criticism: comparability and understandability of the reports. The

first was their concern that there were insufficient firms in similar

circumstances and that classification groups used in the comparison were

too broad. The second was the suggestion that the multitude of figures

tend to confuse and that greater use of graphics and explanatory

comments was required.
10

A survey conducted in England brought the

following problems to light.
11

1. Under-representation in certain size and efficiency categories.
Small firms tend to be under-represented. Among the large
firms there are often fewer of the more successful firms par-
ticipating than desirable.
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2. To ensure that the costs of participation did not outweigh the
benefits. The critical cost appears to be the extraction of
the necessary data.

3. Because of the static form of the comparisons of the informa-
tion content gets less and less for subsequent comparisons.

4. Due to the number of changes in the composition of the c?Tpari-
son group over time, reliable trends were not available.

A confidential study of Interfirm Comparison in Australia in 1970
12

showed:

1. Under-utilization by small firms.

2. Wide variations in the amount of detail which various
participants want.

3. Firms' finding of difficulties in

a) interpretation of IFC figures

b) understanding the relationships between IFC ratios

c) utilizing the IFC data dealing with firm size, type, and
region

d) identifying major problem areas revealed by the IFC.
Most firms have some difficulty in "seeing the wood
for the trees."

Using these surveys, difficulties can generally be classified into

several categories: low participation, difficulties in obtaining

benefits, high cost of obtaining data, the static form and changes in

comparison group over time.

Participation

Perhaps the most important factor in implementing the PIC scheme

would participation of the firms. Low participation is often cited as a

major criticism of the conventional interfirm comparison (IFC) scheme.

A study of conventional interfirm comparison schemes produced in 1969,

highlighted the fact that only a small portion of eligible companies
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participate in any given scheme. The Centre for Inter-firm Comparison

confirmed this by reporting that it considers a 15 percent sample to be

about the maximum achievable.
13

In typical IFCs, the number of participants ranges from 30 to 150.

In order to have a good comparison, it is important to have enough

participants; and the more the participants, the better is the

comparison.
14

Organizing Agency

The organizing agency is primarily responsible for preserving a

high participation rate. A trade association is the best candidate for

an organizing agency for the PIC scheme; but institutes such as local

and federal productivity centers and university extension service

centers can also perform the work. Participation should be strictly

voluntary in order for the scheme to be legally viable, particularly in

the U.S. where anti-trust is fostered. Therefore, the organizing agency

must persuade member firms through communications, meetings, and

education about the PIC scheme, as well as reports of results of

previous schemes (including IFCs) performed. A joint effort between the

agency and other institutions, or some leading participating firms, is

highly recommended.

One major reason for non-participation in the IFCs is that firms

often fail to understand the nature of the comparison. Several sources

of misconception are rather common. Some important sources of

misconception are comparability, uselessness of the comparison for

"good" firms, confidentiality, and the number of participants.15 The

misconception regarding these aspects is equally applicable to the PIC
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scheme, and has to be overcome to attract more participants. The

organizing agency is mainly responsible for this effort.

Comparability

A common attitude among non-participants in the IFCs is that, as no

two firms are identical, it is meaningless to compare them. This

attitude comes from not realizing that the comparison of firms producing

different products or using different strategies can generate valuable

information regarding these aspects. When this misconception cannot be

completely overcome, a promotional device to ensure more comparable

groupings is suggested by Tibbits. He suggests that firms be

individually approached to induce them to participate by asking what

firms they would like to be compared with. Then the named firm could be

approached saying we intend to ask your competitors A, B, C, D, E, F, G,

H, and I to participate, will you participate if a significant

proportion of them do also?
16

Confidentiality

The fear of disclosing confidential information is a major obstacle

that inhibits firms from participating in the comparison. Potential

participants must realize that the disclosure of confidential informa-

tion is not critical as some think it is. Comparison information is of

general, not specific, in nature, and shows what the level of

performance is, not how it was achieved. Therefore, obtaining critical

information from other participating firms via the comparison result is

extremely difficult, if not impossible.
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To say the least, one participant gets as much "confidential infor-

mation" from each of the other participants as one reveals; or the in-

formation one reveals is the cost for bigger benefits one expects from

the comparison. Hence, the fear for disclosure of confidentiality is

not justified. This is even more true for the PIC scheme, since produc-

tivity ratios are less vulnerable to confidentiality concerns.

Nonetheless, the necessary procedure for protecting company data, such

as the use of code numbers and other security devices, should not be

overlooked.

Other Reasons

A confidential study of IFCs in Australia in 1970 revealed some

common reasons for not participating in the scheme:
17

1. IFCs are too expensive relative to benefits obtainable.

2. The amount of form filling associated with participation
in an IFC.

3. IFCs are only as good as the information which they use
and the reliability of that data is suspect.

4. IFCs only indicate areas in which problems exist, they do
not help solve these problems.

5. The firm is unique and cannot be compared with others.

6. The ratios used in IFCs are over-simplifications which do
not reflect true cause and effect relationships.

7. Fear of disclosure of confidential information.

8. The IFC was not sufficiently detailed to provide
meaningful assistance.

9. IFCs are impossible to interpret.

10. We have no desire to know how we compare with other firms
in the industry.
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11. The firm's superior performance means that more
information would be given away than would be received
back in return.

12. As profit maximization is not the prime objective of the
firm, profit-oriented IFCs are irrelevant or inadequate
for our purposes.

From the preceding it is apparent that firms are reluctant to par-

ticipate because they cannot expect sufficient benefits from the compar-

ison relative to costs. The lack of confidence in the result appears to

have contributed considerably to this trend. These factors are

basically the same as the difficulties encountered by the participants,

as indicated earlier.

Obtaining Data

The comparison may be improved by reducing the cost to participant

firms. The cost basically consists of two parts: the cost and time for

providing company data to the organizing agency, and the cost paid to

the agency for the sale of the comparison. Obviously the cost paid to

the agency is proportional to the services it provides, including those

related to collect and process data, and to make reports.

Comparable Groupings

Increasing comparability among groupings is vital to assure

confidence in the findings of the comparison. The PIC scheme, by

definition, is to be conducted on an industry basis. However, the

optimal definition and selection of an industry for comparison purposes

is rather arbitrary.

The economic literature contains much debate on conceptual and

implementation problems with definitions of an industry. Bain defined
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an industry as a "group of close-substitute products, each of which is

sold entirely to a common group of buyers.
H18

In financial statement analysis, the typical assumption is that an

industry is a set of producers which are "reasonably homogeneous with

respect to end product." The frequent use of the Standard Industrial

Classification (SIC) of industries is consistent with this end-product

definition of an industry. The SIC code distinguishes among two-,

three-, and four-digit industries, a two-digit classification being the

broadest definition and a four-digit classification the narrowest.

Another way of defining an industry is to use several criteria--e.g.,

end-product similarity, size similarity, and geographical location simi-

larity. For example, Kruger presents financial averages for three

classes of general freight carriers (A, B, and C) in the U.S. "motor

carrier industry." These classes are based on a gross revenue size cri-

terion. These classes are also cross-categorized along geographical

bases--e.g., New England, Rocky Mountains, and Pacific. These

categories are based on the assumption that a comparison of a carrier

with similar sized companies operating in the same geographical area is

likely to yield meaningful inferences about relative profitability,

liquidity, etc. For instance, carriers operating in New England may be

expected to have higher operating expenses than Pacific carriers in

winter months.
19

Selection of the comparable groupings should be decided with regard

to the number and nature of participants. When the number of

participants is large, it is preferable to group them by firm size,

geographical location, and accounting method, as well as suitable

industry definition.
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Selection of Ratios

When member firms are predominantly concerned with cost, it is

necessary to restrict the comparison to data easily available to all

firms in order to attract participants. Concensus must be reached among

member firms regarding the data to be collected and definitions of

terms. The tailor-made pyramid structure of productivity ratios (to be

developed later) must be presented, but not insisted upon, during this

process. Alteration may be permitted to accommodate member firms'

situations in terms of collecting data. Substitute data must be

provided to sustain the logical structure's viability.

Data Collection

When all data to be collected are decided upon, the next step is

for the organizing agency is data collection. To attract unwilling

participants, it is best to time data collection to coincide with the

annual flow of data within the firms. For more enthusiastic

participants, timing is not as important, and frequency should be

consistent with needs.

Questionnaire or mail survey is a typical data collection vehicle.

The survey methodology must be utilized to ensure maximum results.

Follow-ups are important in this effort. Care must be taken to maintain

accuracy of the report; the cost of false data is high. Missing data

must be kept to a minimum level.

A case worker method which utilizes personal interviews also can be

used for data collection as in the Canadian Interfirm Comparisons. It
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has all the advantages of face-to-face interviews, including high

response rate for collecting data. However, it is surmised that this

method will cost more for the organizing agency and thus, eventually, to

the participants.

False and Missing Data

The presence of false data distorts the performance distribution,

and devalues the findings. Reports of false data from participants are

always a possibility. The organizing agency is responsible for finding

the errors after the data is received. A convenient way to check for

errors is to run a tentative distribution of each data set among

participants. Any significant outliers are subject to investigation.

Another way of checking errors is to use mathematical relationships, if

any, among data that do not conform to the relationships under

investigation.

Missing data present a serious difficulty in the comparison,

particularly in the analysis phase. If missing data exist, other data

of the same firm become useless for analyses such as correlation and

regression, etc. Therefore, effort must be exercised to reduce missing

data to the minimum level. A follow-up questionnaire or other

communication device might be necessary.

Obtaining Benefits

Overcoming the difficulties of obtaining benefits from the compari-

son is another task for a successful PIC scheme. Experience in IFCs

shows that lack of confidence in the findings of the comparison is a

major source of difficulty. For this reason, participants are not
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willing to commit themselves to the solution suggested to the problems.

A major cause of this is that participants view the findings as lacking

comparability.
20

Several noteworthy factors for overcoming the lack of

confidence are observed.

Categorization

It was pointed out earlier that there is wide variation in the

amount of detail various participants want. Thus, some groups of par-

ticipant firms might want more detailed ratios to be measured. In this

situation, it might be appropriate to divide the participants into

several categories. Since firms of similar size are likely to have

similar level of records, the amount of detail they want may be consis-

tent. Hence, by categorizing participants into several groups of

similar size, the problem of different detail may be solved.

There are also different ways of categorizing participants

according to the factors that make long term differences between firms.

Turnover and principal activity may be used as a category basis.

Turnover is a common basis, because natural groupings exist for firms in

the same industry. This may be caused by individuality of resources.

Activity is more likely to be arbitrary because many firms will be

multi-process or at least multi-product within a process category.
21

Thus, categorization by size, turnover, and principal activity to

distinguish long term differences plays an important role in increasing

benefit/cost ratio of the PIC scheme. A vital requirement of categori-

zation is that there should be enough participants in each of the cate-

gories.
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Background Information

As the PIC scheme continues into subsequent years, participants

will begin to realize the potential benefits of the comparison, and,

thus, become less concerned with the cost. At this stage, participants

may want to collect more data to reveal the explanations for performance

differences and suggest specific management action; within each category

the predominant differences will be controllable and short term.

Background information may be qualitative or quantitative--financial,

semi-financial or physical; it is information which could not be

obtained merely by inspection of accounts.
22

Interpretation of the Findings

Another important reason for dissatisfaction of the participants in

IFCs was their inability to properly interpret the findings. The

organizing agency is in part responsible for this outcome. The report

to the participants should present, in enough detail, all necessary

information regarding the rationale and significance of the findings and

the nature and characteristic of the problem. A guide to interpretation

is usually provided to facilitate understanding. To reinforce the

diagnostic purpose of the comparison, brief individualized interpre-

tative comments are considered absolutely necessary. A more visual

presentation of the result, such as graphic expression of performance

distribution, is also recommended.

Since the PIC scheme is designed to help individual firms to

reinforce the activities in the phases of their own productivity cycles,

the findings of the scheme will be utilized throughout the whole period
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of a productivity cycle. Thus, report presentation of the result of the

PIC scheme, which pertains particularly to the evaluation and planning

phases, requires additional scrutiny. Close and consistent communica-

tion is the key in eliminating possible misunderstanding in the

interpretation of the result. The role of the organizing agency is

vital to this effort.

Other Benefits

Other benefits are expected from participating in the PIC scheme,

when participants become more involved with additional productivity

activities of the organizing agency. The organizing agency's role in

this action is highly rewarding.

The experience of the Productivity Centre of New Zealand is a good

example. This Productivity Centre presents other benefits to the par-

ticipants of the IFC. First it provides follow-up services to partici-

pants of IFCs, such as: visits to individual firms at the request of

management, addresses to industry-group annual conferences, and special

seminars for local participants, allowing both general discussion and

individual assistance. Further, the Centre's IFC program provided the

following benefits:
23

o In representing a positive avenue of productivity assistance to
industry.

o In drawing numbers of industries, companies and individuals into
the productivity programme and engendering practical commitment.

o By giving the Centre (and through it) a variety of advisory and
positive contact with industry and companies.

o More specifically, in identifying productivity strengths and weak-
nesses in industries and pinpointing the areas requiring attention.

o In leading industries and companies to seek follow-up assistance
and to adopt productivity improvement technique.
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CHAPTER IV

DEVELOPMENT OF INTERFIRM PRODUCTIVITY MEASUREMENT MODEL

Introduction

The implementation of productivity interfirm comparison begins with

the selection of adequate measures. Adequate measures must be such that

they effectively comprehend the inherent characteristics of the

interfirm production system. It was emphasized earlier that a set of

adequate measures can best be derived through the use of a model. The

practices in the conventional interfirm comparison suggest that a

pyramid structure is a useful vehicle for this purpose.

To be effective, the measurement of ratios to be collected must be

agreed upon among participating firms and provided before the PIC scheme

is implemented. Hence, the best strategy for implementing the conceived

interfirm productivity measurement model is to tailor it beforehand to

the need of the specific industry to which the PIC scheme is to be

applied. In doing so, the designer must also consider the potential use

of the model in the analysis and other methodology phases, since the

measurement model will form the basis for these phases.

In this chapter, we shall examine the validity of the pyramid

structure model as the adequate measurement tool for the interfirm

production system and a general interfirm productivity measurement

model. It must be noted that other ratios, which are not included in
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the interfirm productivity measurement model, can also be collected for

the comparison purpose, when management has a felt need to highlight the

relationships for specific comparative purposes. Such ratios are often

called "other significant ratios."

Approach to Construction of Ratio Structure

The need for a structured ratio system for interfirm productivity

measurement and analysis was noted in the previous chapter. The effort

intended to fulfill this need, however, has been very rare in the

productivity measurement literature. Gold and Riggs represent opposite

approaches in this effort, while the "QAM" (pyramid) method for

conventional IFC by Ingham and Harrington suggests a general approach to

the structure of a ratio system for any ratios of managerial concern.

By and large, the basic approach in constructing a pyramid struc-

ture of conventional Interfirm Comparison Model is dominated by the

"QAM" method, a top-down procedure for creating ratios which starts with

management primary ratio and reachs down to subordinate ratios.

The "QAM" method was designed so that any business matter of major

importance may be taken as the primary ratio; however, the return on

investment ratio has been used throughout most conventional interfirm

comparison schemes conducted in Europe and elsewhere. The Centre for

European Interfirm Comparison advocates the following categories of

measurement for complete interfirm comparison:

1. Profitability

2. Costs

3. Asset use
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4. Productivity

5. Other significant aspects of performance)

Ingham and Harrington considered the productivity category (the

fourth tier in their pyramid structure) to be established by physical

investigations, and explained:

This tier might contain further questions, and measurements;
however, it may be necessary to establish some causes of dif-
ference by means of a more direct exchange of information be-
tween

2
firms than can be provided through a large-scale compar-

ison.

The method of incorporating productivity ratios into the pyramid struc-

ture has been the most difficult task in the construction of general

pyramid structure for IFC. It has been suggested that useful measures

of productivity must be tailor-made for a particular industry.
3

The framework of the productivity interfirm comparison and

corresponding measurement model is different from that of a management

control system and conventional IFC model; its aim is to evaluate and

plan productivity for the purpose of "productivity improvement" as

opposed to management control. Thus, it is important that gain or loss

of productivity on the shop floor should be reflected in increased or

decreased productivity on the higher levels of integration in a

consistent manner. For this reason, an entirely different basic

approach for constructing a pyramid structure of ratios is desirable for

an interfirm productivity measurement model.

Bela Gold suggests a structure that seems useful on this aspect.

He conceptualized a "productivity network" which consists of three

physical productivity measures and which encompasses the basic

productivity factors of any industrial organization, and put it in the

whole structure of management control and financial ratios by means of
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cost structure. However, his approach has a major drawback. Gold

emphasizes the significance of productivity measures of physical inputs

and outputs and their relationships to higher level managerial

structure; but he subjected these measures to cost ratios which are

productivity measures of physical outputs and financial inputs, and then

to the managerial control ratios which he considered dominant managerial

decision-making criteria. Formulation of his six managerial control

ratios assumes that the primary managerial objective is to increase

profit relative to total investment. Thus, his emphasis on managerial

evaluative criteria and the approach taken to link these criteria to

productivity measures is basically not different from the conventional

IFC pyramid construction method and structure.

A basically theoretical approach was suggested by James Riggs for

productivity ratio construction. His progressive productivity indexing

concept assumes that productivity in every operating unit can be

measured in terms of the sum of weighted measures of offspring divisions

(or departments, productivity clusters). Thus, although severely

restricted by difficulties in data collection, in theory the

productivity index of the whole organization can be obtained from the

productivity indexes at the shop floor. He asserts that two major

benefits from the implementation of this system would be employee

motivation and work improvement programs, because of the team-oriented

approach, and explains about further benefits as follows:

The conventional productivity-ratio weakness of not revealing
the direction in which to search for improvement is overcome
by evaluating specific operations. Each cluster is associated
with a mission at whatever level it exists--manufacturing,
maintenance, accounting, engineering, administration, etc.
Given the known mission and a measure of input and utput, the
most promising improvement areas stand out clearly.
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The method in constructing a hierarchy of ratios in this approach

is particularly worth noting. Here, productivity measures at the bottom

level were successfully integrated into higher levels, maintaining the

effect of productivity thrust at the shop floors. Thus, this "bottom-

up" approach as opposed to "top-down" approach offers another way to

incorporate productivity ratios at various levels, tracking accurate

assessment of each productivity change at all levels without managerial

"noise."

However, his conceptualization of "productivity cluster" (defined

as a team of workers engaged in the simplest operation) to constitute

the unit by which each productivity measurement is made poses some prac-

tical problems. Since a wide range of variation is expected in the for-

mulation of productivity clusters in each firm, difficulties are inevit-

able in standardizing the ratio structure. Further, lack of data avail-

ability, typified by productivity cluster, may become a crucial obstacle

to a successful productivity interfirm comparison scheme.

Ingredients of Productivity Ratios in the Model

While the bottom-up approach provides general guideline for con-

structing productivity interfirm comparison model, definition and

selection of specific productivity ratios at each level of productivity

ratio structure constitute the main ingredients of constructing the

model. Since individual productivity ratios must represent various

aspects of productivity system in the industry, a variety of methods and

approaches to defining productivity ratios at different levels of ratio

structure should be considered and examined. Literature shows that
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existing approaches to productivity measurement fall into the following

categories.
5

The first is an economic or macro-oriented approach. This approach

has been proposed by economists who tried to adapt macro-level mea-

surement techniques to the company level. The resulting company mea-

sures are compatible with macro measures based on national income

account data, or Bureau of Labor Statistics data, which enables cor-

porate managers to compare a company's productivity performance with

that of its industry or sector. Among this approaches, partial pro-

ductivity measures were suggested by Kendrick and Cramer, Mundel, while

a total-factor productivity measure was recommended by Taylor and Davis,

and a total productivity measure was advocated by Kendrick and Cramer,

Craig and Harris and Hines.

The second is the accounting or financial approach. Productivity

measures developed by Solomons, Davis, Gold, and Martin and adhere to

conventions followed in cost accounting and finance, represent this

approach. On the positive side, measures developed in this manner are

easily interpretable by corporate managers and easily constructed

through simple recalculation of data in the balance sheet or profit and

loss statement. But on the negative side, there is little conceptual

distinction between the resulting productivity indexes and existing

financial ratios (e.g., return on investment). The management ratios of

the pyramid ratio system in the conventional IFC also belong to this

category.

The third is the "industrial engineering" approach, postulated

recently by Greenberg and the Bureau of Labor Statistics. This approach

utilizes the engineering concept of efficiency and adapts it to
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productivity measurement with traditional industrial engineering

techniques of time study and work sampling. Greenberg, for example,

derives the output of a manufacturing firm by multiplying the physical

units of different products manufactured by the number of man hours

required to make each product at a certain time period.
6

The advantage

of this approach is that the output measure expressed in man-hours, or

time, is not affected by price "noise." One of the major drawbacks of

this approach lies in the fact that it requires a painstaking data

gathering process.

The fourth is a general, or so-called Farrell, approach which was

devised by Farrell and further advanced by Bressler, Seitz, Boles, and

others. The Farrell approach utilizes the production function as its

measurement base and estimates the relative level of a firm's technical

efficiency on the basis of its position within the production

"frontier." This approach enables firms to assess their relative

efficiencies vis-a-vis other firms in the industry, permitting interfirm

comparison. This approach, however, has not been widely accepted,

primarily because of the complexities involved in the estimation

process. A variety of operations research techniques have also been

used. Mathematical programming has been employed to find any limiting

factors in given productive process (with the optimization of a single

objective which either reflects a single objective specified by

management or a weighted sum of several objectives). Variants of this

method range from adaptation for use in a "satisficing" mode with the

views of achieving minimum levels of pre-specified performance measures

conceived by Eilon, to a goal programming formulation proposed by Ijiri.

A major merit of this approach is that the analysis of the goals
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involved can be used to guide management in its control of the critical

variables in the production process. The disadvantage of this approach

lies in the fact that the goals set by management are essentially

arbitrary and reflect a desire to relate to some past performance

criteria or to heed certain constraints imposed on the system.
7

Fifth is the surrogate approach found most often in the organi-

zation literature. Such measures as absenteeism, employee turnover, and

employee satisfaction have been used as "surrogates" for productivity of

a plant or a group of workers. Although these attempts add a human di-

mension to productivity research, they do little to advance the measure-

ment task at the micro level. Most surrogate measures relate more

directly to the quality of the labor input.

In a survey of productivity measurement at the firm level, Irving

Siegel insisted upon the use of a family of ratios for complete

productivity measurement. He stated:

In strict professional parlance and practice, productivity
signifies a "family of ratios of output quantity to input
quantity." The words family and quantity and obligatory
despite a frequent failure to include them explicitly in
descriptive statements in the technical literature.

This concept of "a family of ratios" contrasts with most of the

productivity measurement practices described above, which utilize one or

a few related ratios and emphasize particular aspects of productivity.

Although certain specific approaches are preferred by managers who have

particular interests in certain aspects of the production system, the

objective of productivity interfirm comparison (such as identification

of potential productivity improvement areas) requires a comprehensive

inclusion of various ratios as suggested by Siegel. The emphasis on

quantity is directly related to the identification of the source of
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production efficiency at the operational level and the formal definition

of productivity. Thus, estimation of both output and input in "real"

terms--as "quantities" free of price and other "noise"--leads to

physical productivity ratios. This is consistent with the emphasis laid

on physical measures in Rigg's approach and Gold's productivity network

concept.

Siegel recommends several frontiers that have not been rigorously

examined but which deserve patient exploration by firms that already

have in-house measurement programs. One of these significant

suggestions is the closer coordination of the "work measurement" of

industrial engineers and managers with the "productivity measurement" of

economists, with mutual advantage to both disciplines as well as benefit

to company practice. He asserts that this convergence requires, first,

dynamization of the static concept of "efficiency" that relates

"standard" to "actual" hours, or "should take" to "did take" times; and,

second, displacement of primary emphasis from end products to

subproducts in productivity measurement.

A conceptual attempt was made by Norman and Bahiri in an effort to

construct integrated systems of economic, accounting, and engineering

approaches.
9

However, a simple conceptual diagram depicting the various

factors in this attempt does not give any clue to the possible

construction of a systematic ratio structure. Thus, a comprehensive

approach will be attempted to provide the framework for the interfirm

productivity measurement model. Emphasis should be placed on the formal

definition of productivity in terms of physical units, and the interfirm

aspect of the model.
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The coordination between various measures of different approaches

presents the opportunity to grasp aspects of the production system with

the advantage of different views at different levels of integra-

tion--from the operational level to the whole firm level. Hence, when

successfully integrated with the basic bottom-up approach noted earlier,

this coordination approach will constitute a valid pyramid structure

model for interfirm productivity measurement.

Traditionally, productivity has been defined as "a faculty or apti-

tude as a result or effect; i.e., the relationship between the result

and the means employed; between product and factors." From a more tech-

nical standpoint, productivity may be defined as "production per factor

unit." This concise definition may be understood in two different ways,

according to production in relation to one factor, or all factors of

production.
10

Productivity measures that relate production to one factor are

known as specific (or partial) productivity measures. To the present,

emphasis has been placed on labor input as the favorite denomination

among these measures. The capital productivity measure, however, has

received increasing importance in recent years. Also, companies have

begun to devote more attention to intermediate inputs, especially energy

and critical materials. Thus, consideration of all these specific pro-

ductivity measures, in terms of labor, capital, material and energy, is

essential for constructing a pyramid system of productivity ratios.

Productivity in terms of production in relation to all factors of

production has also played an important role in understanding the nature

of productivity at the firm level. Since factor inputs have different

physical units, it is essential to have available the means to aggregate
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them. While some researchers advocate the use of physical weighting

units, mainstream--usage is directed to monetary weighting. Cost is the

most convenient and available weighting medium. The adoption of actual

cost for the weighting system, however, introduces distortion factors

such as inflation (for intrafirm comparison) and differences in

purchasing policy, labor contract, etc. (for interfirm comparison). It

is important to account for these factors in considering adequate pro

ductivity measures involving all factors of production.

Traditionally, emphasis has been placed on product as the unit of

production (output). Thus, a productivity measure may be also

understood in two different ways, according to accounting each product

or total products as the numerator. This convention is easy to

understand, simple to install, and amenable to a practiced accounting

system. Moreover, this method can play a role in providing information

for management decisions by drawing management attention to a few

important product lines, addition and deletion of products, and

identification of wasted resources.
11

For the productivity measure that relates total products to total

factor of production, a weighting system for the numerator must also be

conceived. Often sales price is used for the weighting unit. It can be

argued, however, that sales price does not represent the real value of

the product, since it is subject to market fluctuation. Fair market

value is recommended as the ideal replacement of sales price, although

it is difficult to estimate.

A single measure that encompasses the whole factor within a firm is

the total productivity measure. In the widest sense, ordinarily, the

numerator of the total productivity measure includes all tangible output
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such as finished and partial products, dividends from securities,

interest from bonds and other income, as well as intangible output.

Challenges should and will be made in the future as to how to treat

product quality, subproducts that make up the end product, and

intangible output such as services. In the same vein, methods should be

developed to deal with extraordinary input factors, e.g., overhead

expenses such as taxes, marketing, information processing, research and

development, general and administrative expenses, which must be

accounted for in the denominator of the total productivity measure. To

consider and include all these factors in the model would complicate the

pyramid structure beyond practical usefulness, and some would not even

be comparable between firms. Therefore, a decision must be made as to

which factors should be included in the model to provide meaningful

comparisons, and which factors can be suppressed because their effect is

insignificant to the purpose of the model.

Measures with Single Input and Single Output

Physical Measures

The best measure for shop floor productivity is perhaps specific

(partial) productivity measures that relate a single product with a

single factor of production, such as labor, capital, material, or

energy. Specific productivity must take as much account as possible of

the relationship between physical quantities.

Gold's "productivity network" presents measures that are closely

related to this specific productivity. It consists of three categories:
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output capacity output

manhours' fixed investment' material'

The second category,
capacity , however, involves a monetary

fixed investment

unit and should be replaced by
output

In light of recent attention
capacity

to energy measure, an
output

ratio is also recommended for specific
energy

productivity measures. Thus, four basic ratios of the pyramid structure

at the operational level are:

output output output output

labor ' capacity' raw material' energy '

with both the numerators and denominators in physical units.

Efficiency and Effectiveness Ratios

Productivity is often said to be a combination of two major

factors: efficiency and effectiveness. The traditional industrial

engineering technique of time and motion study is a means of improving

production efficiency. Time study is a technique of efficiency

measurement for human resources. It is concerned with setting a

standard (or normal) time against which workers' production efficiency

can be evaluated and controlled. Standard time can be utilized in

setting up a productivity ratio in the form of

standard (labor) time allowed for a certain input
labor hour

as is postulated by Greenberg
12

and Takeuchi.
13

Efficiency measures based on time study, however, are not

appropriate for the interfirm comparison for the following two reasons.

First, many firms do not have comprehensive time standard systems, and

establishing a time standard system requires substantial effort.
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Second, even if all participating firms had time standard systems, time

standards are likely to vary significantly, and thus there is little

ground for comparison with these diverse standards.

According to Harold Martin, variations in productivity between like

production facilities doing the same work task by the same method can

occur in either or both of two ways. They can be due to differences in

the ratios between the productive work periods and related production

facility occupancy periods. They also can be due to variations in the

rate at which the productive work is done.
14

His concept of productive

input comes from the notion that resources and facilities may be either

at work or not--i.e., productive or non-productive. From this concept,

the ratios that relate output unit with productive inputs for labor and

facility can be written as:

output (single product) ; output (single product)
productive labor hour productive capacity

We should define these ratios as the efficiency ratio at the operational

level, since it is concerned with the deliberate effort to generate

productivity with adequate input.

Moreover, the proportions of productive work periods and non-

productive work periods for both humans and facilities can be expressed

as:

productive labor hour ;

occupied (productive and non-productive) labor hour

productive time portion of occupied capacity
occupied (productive and non-productive) capacity of facilities
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Note that occupied labor and facilities exclude the portions not

occupied, such as absentees or idle capacity. We shall define these

ratios as the effectiveness ratio at the operational level, since it is

concerned with effective use of labor and facility inputs.

Work sampling technique can be applied to collect data pertinent to

these ratios. Unlike the efficiency ratio based on standard time, these

ratios are amenable to interfirm comparison, since work sampling data

are easier to obtain and the work sampling criteria are less subject to

variation than the standard time criteria. Therefore, we shall adapt

these efficiency and effectiveness ratios as the bottomline measures in

the pyramid structure model for the assessment of productivity at the

shop-floor level.

Note that the efficiency and effectiveness ratios for labor and

facilities, when multiplied, yield the specific physical productivity

ratios for labor and facilities, respectively, as shown below:

output productive labor output
productive labor occupied labor occupied labor

output productive equipment output
productive equipment occupied equipment occupied equipment

Measures with Multiple Inputs and Single Output

Accounting Measures

Physical measurement of specific productivity is possible only when

a single input and a single output are involved. A need arises,

however, in describing the interfirm production system, to select a

family of productivity ratios that relates a single output with multiple
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inputs. These measures are pertinent for information at the middle

management level, where interfirm comparison of aggregated performance

of inputs with regard to a particular product is in demand.

A weighting factor is necessary for aggregating various input

factors, since different physical units cannot simply be added together.

Weighting is also required to aggregate various elements with different

qualities within a particular input factor. A weighting factor is

needed, for instance, to aggregate skilled and unskilled workers.

The most common form of weighting factor is a monetary unit,

although some researchers prefer a physical unit. In a survey study of

productivity measurement in Great Britain, for example, Easterfield

describes a method of aggregating multiple inputs by imputed manhour

suggested by Smith and Beeching.
15

They suggest that the manpower

equivalents of the capital equipment used and of services and raw

materials bought should be added to the labor used in a plant or

factory. Although this method has the advantage of being insulated from

the priced influence of the input factors, difficulties in obtaining an

objective criterion for the estimate of manpower equivalent prevented

widespread use of this method.

Cost would be perhaps the most convenient and easily accessible

means of monetary aggregation of input factors. Cost data are available

from individual firms' cost accounting systems. For this reason, unit

cost and cost data are important vehicles for conventional interfirm

comparison. In fact, the success of an conventional interfirm

comparison schemes is due, in part, due to widespread use of the cost

accounting system. At present, however, there exists a variety of

different costing systems, which poses a problem in implementation of
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uniform cost accounting in industries. Aspects of major cost accounting

systems will be described below for the purpose of the ideal

implementation for the pyramid structure model. Standard costing

system, which was developed around the turn of the century in the U.S.,

utilizes the concept of predetermined rates (standard price) for prime

and overhead costs. It is efficient for the purpose of control

(budgeting) and product costing. Standard cost is comparable with

standard time in concept. The use of predetermined rate introduces some

imaginary factors in accounting for interfirm comparison of the

performances of firms' operations.

The importance of using measured (actual) costs rather than stan-

dard costs is pointed out by some Canadian interfirm comparison litera-

ture. This seems to be adequate practice, particularly as far as prime

costs are concerned. Overhead costs are usually more difficult to

handle. In some cases, it is probable that actual measurement of

variable overhead could be difficult or inconvenient. In such cases the

use of a predetermined rate to estimate--variable overhead in terms of

direct labor should be allowed. For fixed overhead, the problem is far

more complicated, because it involves the use of facilities (the cost of

which is related to capital investment) that extends beyond the fiscal

year, and the application of activity level to product costing. There

are two major accounting methods in handling fixed overhead.

Conventional (absorption) costing utilizes a predetermined rate for

the activity level to "inventory" fixed overhead. In managerial

(direct) costing, on the other hand, fixed overhead is not inventoried,

thus the use of a predetermined rate is not necessary. Fixed overhead

in this method is treated as period cost rather than product cost.
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In absorption costing, fixed overhead is valued at actual histori-

cal cost (predetermined rate multiplied by selected activity level), and

it is affected by the method of depreciation. The use of historical

cost in--absorption costing, however, has been criticized for its lack

of economic significance. Charles Horngren, for example, argues that

the historical-cost approach fails to emphasize the distinction between

fixed cost incurrence, on the one hand, and the objective of maximizing

the total contribution margin, on the other hand. He asserts that these

are separable management problems, and that the utilization of existing

capacity is more closely related to the latter. He emphasizes the

importance of opportunity cost or lost contribution margin as a better

basis for the computation of volume variances than historical fixed

costs. Although he believes that opportunity costs have to be crudely

approximated via unit contribution margins, he admits that the

approximation of opportunity costs is hampered by many practical diffi-

culties.
16

The importance of capacity utilization for management decision has

recently been emphasized by many researchers; the search to account for

this function has continued persistently. Harold Martin conceived the

notion of productivity costing out of the need to monetarily weight the

facility utilization ratio (accounting for both human and physical

resources in his concept) for each of the different productive units

involved in processing particular products so as to be able to determine

the combined productivity of such heterogeneous groups of facilities.

From this notion, he adopted the relative present day purchase values of

potentially productive facilities as the base for the rational appor-

tionment of system operating expenses to the work done within the
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system. Productivity costing can be considered as a synthesis of both

the absorption and direct costing methods, and is compatible with either

of these prevailing methods. Thus, productivity costing and control

methods are offered not as a substitute for, but as a complement to--

prevailing methods of cost accounting.
17

The productivity costing

approach as a productivity measurement emphasizes the contributions to

the productivity of a firm of individual products rather than of

operating units or functional activities. A criticism of this approach

as a productivity measurement technique, however, points out that it

reflects a conception less closely associated with the common conno-

tation of productivity than with the prevailing business concepts of

profit margins by product lines, and of allocations to specified cost

categories. Its focus is entirely on costs (and revenue), ignoring

underlying physical resource flows and input factor prices.
18

From the overview of existing accounting practices, two inherent

difficulties have been found in adopting the individual firms' actual

costs as the means of integrating input factors. These are:

1. The price influence of individual firms' actual input factor

costs to the aggregate measures of productivity. When there

are wide price differences among individual firms, the price

influence may well abscure the causal relationships between the

productivity aspects at different levels of the interfirm

production system.

2. Inconsistencies between firms in the present cost accounting

systems in handling costs. Although some industries are fairly

advanced in their uniform cost accountingn processes, many
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industries have not arrived at the final stage of uniform cost

accounting.

To overcome these difficulties, the "average unit cost" can be used

in place of the individual firm's actual cost data. The use of the

"average unit cost" can eliminate the price influence and alleviate the

difficulties inherent in diverse cost accounting systems. There are

basically two ways to obtain the average unit cost. One is to obtain

the data from participating firms. When individual firms have their own

need for cost comparison, participants are motivated to compare these

cost data with other firms. When this practice is adopted, consensus

regarding the cost base among the participating firms is recommended;

this would increase the reliability of the average unt cost, calculated

from the individual cost data. The alternative to the previous method

is to obtain the data from industry statistics. Caution must be

exercised with this practice, however, to ascertain the applicability of

the statistics to a particular PIC scheme. This option is useful when

it is not possible to collect individual cost data because of the

unwillingness of individual firms to reveal their cost data; or when

there is too much diversity in cost accounting systems among the

participating firms, and thus it is too costly to achieve consensus

among firms with regard to obtaining uniform cost data.

Weighting System

From the underlying concept of unit cost as the weighting factor,

the aggregation of specific physical productivity, both within and

between input factors can be made. Within raw material factor, it is

represented as
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where:

P
Ma

= aggregated material productivity ratio.

0
d

= physical unit of product d.

nMd = the number of different raw materials involved in producing

product d.

U
m

= unit costs of individual raw materials.

M
m

= physical units of individual raw materials.

C
m

= total cost of individual raw materials

When nMd = 1, this particular specific productivity ratio reduces to a

ratio that relates a single output with a single input (raw material),

as formulated earlier.

Similarly, aggregated energy productivity ratio is presented as:

0
d

0
d

P .
Ea nEd nEd

E U E
e

EC
e

e=1 e=1 e

where:

P
Ea

= aggregated energy productivity ratio.

nEd = the number of kinds of energy resources involved in

producing product d.

U
e

= unit costs of individual energy categories.

E
e

= physical units of individual energy.

C
e
= total cost of individual energy categories.

The analogy applies to labor and facility as
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P
La

= aggregated labor productivity ratio.

nLd = the number of labor categories (classified by skill and

function).

L = physical units (e.g., manhour) of different labor categories.

U2, = unit costs of labor categories.

Cz = total cost of labor categories

P
Fa

= aggregated facility productivity ratio.

nFd = the number of equipment (facilities) different in quality

and function.

F
f

= physical capacity unit (e.g., in the unit of product d) of

different equipment categories.

C
f

= unit costs of these categories.

Now, the weighting method for measures of efficiency and effective-

ness is in order. Supposedly the productive work ratios, the ratio of

the proportion of time when workers or equipment is at work to the total

occupied time (either productive or idle), for each labor and equipment

category may be obtained by applying work sampling to each category.

Effectiveness of labor or facility input, then, can be measured as the

weighted sum of productive ratios for each individual labor or equipment

category. Thus, the aggregated effectiveness ratios for labor and

facility can be expressed as
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Pt = productive work ratio for each labor category.

P
f
= productive work ratio for each equipment category.

Axiomatically, the productivity increases achieved by increasing

the rate of doing productive work (i.e., efficiency) bring increases in

the skill and power applied to accomplish the productive work. Since

there are limits in variation of applied skill and power when using a

given work method or type of production facility, any desired increase

in productivity beyond these limits usually entails the use of more

skillful or powerful, and hence more expensive, labor or type of produc-

tion facility. In such cases, potentially more productive labor and

equipment will tend to exhibit a higher cost per unit of potentially

productive labor, Ct, and equipment, Cf, than for potentially less

productive ones. To the extent that the higher cost, Cz and Cf, re-

flects an increase in the rate of doing productive work achieved by

using more expensive labor or equipment, it will also be reflected in

the value of CzP5t or CfPf. Therefore, the aggregated measure of effici-

ency for labor and facility categories can be represented as:
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Thus far, the emphasis in the construction of productivity ratios

has been placed in the physical measures and their weightings of four

specific productivity measures -- material, labor, facility, and energy.

In collecting necessary data, it is possible that the potential

participants of the PIC scheme are either unable or reluctant to provide

physical data and unit cost, because of too much complexity or detail

for individual categorizations. In such cases, cost data is the only

relevant measure to account for input denominator. Such cost could

include overhead cost and various expenses relevant to the corresponding

output product other than those accounted for in specific productivity

ratios. For these categories, cost productivity ratios can be created

as:

PC

where:

0
d

nOd
C

0 =1

P = cost productivity ratio.

nOd = the number of other cost categories.

C
o

= the cost of each of these categories.
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A cost productivity ratio can be derived for each of these

categories individually for the purpose of interfirm comparison.

Caution must be used, however, to insure uniform accounting for these

categories, since, in the absence of physical measures, the value of

interfirm comparison can be destroyed without comparable basis.

The Basis for obtaining product unit productivity ratio, which

relates individual product unit to product cost, then is set up. It is

simply

0
d

PDU nMd nEd nLd nFd nOd
E C + E C

e
+ E C

z
+ E C

f
E C

m=1 m e=1 Z=1 f=1 0=1
o

where P
DU

= product productivity ratio.

Measures with Multiple Inputs and Multiple Outputs

The total productivity ratio that accounts for the productivity

level of a whole firm must take account of the aggregated measures of

output as well as of input.

As noted earlier, accounting output in terms of product is the most

commonly accepted practice among industrial firms. Thus, the total out-

put in the pyramid structure model is the sum of each individual product

accounted thus far. Since output in our total productivity measure is

concerned with production, the produced output rather than sales value

or revenue should be accounted for. In aggregating the physical units

of various products, selling price is often used as the weighting

factor.

Limitations in adopting individual firms' unit costs as the

weighting factor for aggregating various input factors were noted
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earlier. Similar limitations exist in adopting individual selling

prices as the weighting factor for aggregating various outputs, since

individual firms' pricing policies can affect the level of productivity

and distort the comparable basis. Fair market value is ideal for proper

weighting. The availability of the fair market value is, however, often

severely limited. Therefore, the "average selling price" is suggested

for adequate weighting factor for output aggregation. There are two

options in adopting this practice. First is simply to average the

participating firms' selling prices and use it as the average selling

price. Second is to utilize the industry statistics.

In any of these cases, however, the effect of the differences in

quality of product among participants are suppressed. Financial output

such as dividends from securities, interest from bonds and other income

can be suppressed with the assumption that corresponding financial input

such as working capital is also excluded from the measure of total pro-

ductivity. Inclusion of subproducts, services, and other intangibles is

recommended by some researchers, but these can be ignored for most prac-

tical purposes of interfirm comparison.

By adopting the average selling price as the weighting factor for

the output, the product value productivity ratios for each product

produced within a firm can be expressed as follows:

where

P
PV

=
Vd0d

D
d

d = 1, 2, ..., n,

P
PV

= product value productivity ratio.

V
d
= average selling price of product d.

D
d

= total product costs of individual products.
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As for input aggregation, most of the input factors are included in

the product costs of individual products. Other overhead expenses not

included in the product costs may be categorized, and accounted for as

other production overheads. For all of these, the total productivity

can be calculated as:

P
T nd nx

nd

d1
Vd0d

=

E Dd + E X
d=1 x=1

x

where:

P
T
= total productivity ratio.

nd = the number of products.

V
d
= the fair market values of individual products.

nx = the number of categories for other production overheads.

X
x
= costs of other production overheads for each category.

This concludes the description of productivity ratios to be constructed

in the PIC model. The pyramid structure of ratios is depicted in

Figure 5.



Figure 5. General Pyramid Structure Model for Interfirm Productivity Measurement
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CHAPTER V

METHODOLOGIES OF INTERFIRM PRODUCTIVITY EVALUATION

AND INTERFIRM PRODUCTIVITY PLANNING

Introduction

Once the productivity interfirm comparison scheme is implemented

using proper administrative procedure and appropriate measures, the

organizing agency will receive interfirm data from each participating

firm. Its task is then to make necessary computation and analysis and

to present the results in the most useful way, so that each

participating firm may receive the greatest benefit possible.

To achieve productivity improvement in the interfirm production

system, in-depth analysis of the interfirm measurement model is

necessary to derive systematic tools for utilizing interfirm data in its

evaluation and planning phases. It will be shown later that

mathematical relationships and correlation/regression analyses provide a

means for interfirm evaluation, and a multiple regression model does

the same for interfirm planning. When the information obtained from

these systematic tools are delivered to individual firms, firms can

adapt them to their own productivity evaluation and planning programs

for the betterment of their own productivity cycles. We start this

chapter with a discussion of methods of describing the performance
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distribution of the participants, which is the main feature of

conventional interfirm comparison analysis technique.

Presentation of Performance Distribution

One of the prime purposes of the PIC scheme is to provide

information to each participant concerning where its productivity

performances stands among its competitors, so that each firm can use

this information to motivate better performance. In order to be a

motivating device, the PIC scheme must provide a range of performance

levels. Then, a manager can select the next level above his present

performance as his own goal. As the number of participants becomes

larger, however, it is advantageous to describe the performance

distribution in terms of sample statistics or parameter estimations of

the population.

When the number of participants is relatively small, it is best to

report the performance distribution by listing the performance levels in

a table as presented in Table 1 of Chapter II for a British IFC.

Another way to report is to draw a bar chart of all performance levels

to help participants observe their standing.

As the number of participants increases, not only summary measures

of performance distribution are necessary, but also a statistical

description of the industry (population) is also desirable. Median,

quartiles, and the highest and lowest values are used most often in

conventional IFCs. In the financial statement analysis area, there is

some debate about the choice of the industry summary measure among

median, mean, and weighted mean for the measure of central tendency.

When the distribution of industry ratios is normal, the mean along with
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standard deviation is most appropriate. This is true for to all

two-parameter families for which the mean and standard deviation

completely specify the distribution. When the distribution is neither

normal nor approximated by a symmetric, two-parameter distribution,

these measures are inadequate.

The nature of the distribution of the ratios tends to be asymmetric

and generally skewed to the right, since most ratios have a lower limit

of zero but an indefinite upper limit. Hence, productivity and other

ratios measured in the PIC scheme are likely to have an asymmetric

distribution. A simple way to measure the extent of the asymmetricity

is by the formula

3(X - Md)
skewness -

S '

where X is the sample mean, Md is the median, and S is the sample

standard deviation. Although there is no definite evidence on ratio

distributions that warrants firm conclusions regarding the extent of the

departure from asymmetry, empirical evidence indicating the significance

asymmetry in financial ratio distributions is found in financial

statement analysis literature.
1

When the extent of asymmetry is significant, the positional

measures such as median, quartiles, 10-deciles, and percentiles are

adequate for describing the distribution. The choice between quartile,

10-deciles, and percentiles depends on the number of samples and the

specific need of the evaluation. There is a way to compute the

confidence intervals for median and other percentage points, when there

are no specific assumptions such as
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1. The parent population is normal.

2. The sample size is large enough so that percentiles have

distributions that are approximated by limiting distributions.

This is called a distribution-free method.

The method for determining a confidence interval for a

p-percentile, E , is as follows: Let y1, y2, ..., yn denote the order

statistics, that is, the values of ratios arranged in an ascending

order. An interval [y., yj ] (j > i) will have a 100(1 - a)% confidence

interval for 4) if Pr{y. <
p

< y.} E 1 - a. This probability is given

by the formula

Pr

J-1

} = E (n)P (1
n-k

k=1 k

In order to obtain a 100 (1 - a)% confidence interval for it

sufficestochoseiandjsothatPrfYi < < y.1 is at least 1 -

a.

Sampling Bias

The distribution-free method is based on the sampling chance error,

which assumes a random sample. In practice, the participating firms are

seldom a representative sample of the entire industry. The voluntary

nature of participation in the productivity interfirm comparison scheme

suggests the possibility of sampling bias. In order for the statistical

description of the interfirm data to be more reliable, it is necessary

to estimate the sampling bias involved. Surveys of the participants or

the experience of the organizing agency may be used to make the

estimate.
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Measurement Error

Measurement error includes measurement bias (systematic error) and

measurement chance error. Bias affects all measurements the same way,

pushing them in the same direction. Chance errors change from

measurement to measurement. Measurement bias is a very common error

source in a survey. In the PIC scheme, the source of bias is restricted

since the data involve only accounting records numbers, although loose

definitions of terms or any other source of common misunderstanding may

lead to measurement bias. This can be reduced and kept to a minimum by

the effort of the organizing agency.

Chance error in the PIC scheme may arise from administrative

variations for individual firms in measuring the accounting items, in

interpreting questionnaires, and in defining terms. Although some of

the errors can be detected by examining the outlier data, it is usually

harder to control this type of measurement error. The measurement error

is represented by the sum of measurement bias and measurement chance

error.

The total error that must be considered in the estimate of true

industry performance distribution is represented by both the sampling

and measurement errors. When these two types of error can be assumed to

be independent of each other, the following relationship holds:

G 2 2 + G2
T S N

where

a
T

= standard deviation of total error.

a = standard deviation of sampling error.

a
N

= standard deviation of measurement error.
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If the measurement error is large, it can dominate the total error,

thus the estimate of the performance distribution in terms of the

sampling error alone does not hold good. When estimates of the sampling

error and measurement error are available, the estimate of the total

error can be obtained, and a more reliable estimate of the confidence

interval of the true industry performance distribution may be derived.

The necessity for the precise estimate, however, depends on the purpose

of the specific PIC scheme and the needs of the participating firms.

If the organizing agency wishes to reduce the total error, it has

to be aware of the costs involved in reducing both the sampling and

measurement errors and be able to balance these two types of error in

order to achieve the maximum reduction in the total error at a

reasonable cost. There is no point for the organizing agency to incur a

high cost in persuading potential firms to participate in the scheme

only to reduce the sampling error, when a larger reduction in the total

error can be made at the same cost through the reduction of the

measurement error. Likewise, it is inefficient to incur a great cost to

reduce the measurement error to a minimum, when a larger reduction in

the total error can be achieved at the same cost by reducing the

sampling error.

Relationships between Pyramid Ratios

It is important to note that in the construction of productivity

ratios for the interfirm productivity measurement model, mathematical

relationships have been maintained between ratios. Efficiency and

effectiveness ratios in the lowest tier of the pyramid structure model

show multiplicative relationship with regard to physical labor and
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facility productivity ratios. Close examination reveals further

relationships between ratios in other tiers. For instance, the

following relationship holds between specific cost productivity (fourth

tier) and specific physical productivity ratios:

Product Units Product Units Factor Input Units
Factor Input Cost Factor Input Units Factor Input Cost

Note that the last ratio denotes input units available per cost dollar

spent, which shall be termed the unit per cost ratio.

Likewise, the relationship between product unit productivity (third

tier) and specific cost productivity can be expressed as follows:

Product Unit Product Unit Input Factor Cost
Product Cost Input Factor Cost Product Cost

for each of the input factors. The last ratio represents the proportion

of particular input factor cost to the corresponding product cost, and

shall be termed the factor cost proportion ratio.

In the same vein, a relationship exists between product value

productivity (second tier) and the product unit productivity ratio:

Product Value Product Units Product Value
Product Cost Product Cost Product Units

Note that the last ratio is the unit price of product.

Finally, the relationship between the total productivity (first

tier) and product value productivity is shown below:

Total Products Value EProduct Value Product Cost
Total Cost Product Cost Total Cost
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The last ratio represents the proportion of particular product costs to

the total cost, which may be termed the product cost proportion ratio.

Also,

Total Products Value
-
Total Products Value Other Production Cost

Total Cost Other Production Cost
x

Total Cost

The last ratio shall be termed other production cost proportion ratio.

The relationships shown above between productivity ratios for two

consecutive tiers and additional ratios (input unit per cost dollar,

cost proportion ratios, unit price, etc.) resemble in concept the

relationships that exist between efficiency and effectiveness aspects of

the shop floor level, as described in the previous chapter, e.g.,

Productive
Product Units Product Units Labor Units
Labor Units Productive

x
Labor Units

Labor Units

The analogy is that the first ratios on the right-hand sides of the

equations listed above show the productivity portions associated with

corresponding qualities of the definitely adequate inputs, which are

related to the efficiency aspects of the left-hand side productivity

ratios. On the other hand, the second ratio of the right-hand sides

express the proportions of these definitely adequate inputs to the

broader scale of input resources (in the cases of productive work), or

financial effectiveness of the input and output (in the cases of input

unit per cost dollar), all of which are concerned with the effectiveness

aspect of the left-hand side productivity ratios. Thus, the series of

relationships described above may be represented by the following

general formula:
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Productivity ratio = E efficiency ratio x effectiveness ratio
at any tier of the directly subordinate (5-1)

tier, if any.

Although simple in form, this formula not only encompasses the

basic relationship inherent in the interfirm production system, but is

consistent with the common conceptual relationship apparent in many

other productivity studies. The emphasis in the conventional

productivity studies, however, has usually been placed upon the

efficiency function, since it is easier to identify by rigorous

mathematical analysis. Nevertheless, the analysis of effectiveness is

as, if not more, important as the efficiency analysis, not only in the

service industry, where the analysis of efficiency is rather difficult,

but in all kinds of organizations. While the efficiency function might

lead to a suboptimization, the effectiveness function will not.

Effectiveness is closely related to the management function. Proper

management will lead to the optimization of productivity (or any other

management objective) by utilizing existing efficiencies in all levels

of the organization, while poor management leads to suboptimization even

from high levels of individual efficiencies. Therefore, measurement and

control of management function is much in demand, and the effectiveness

measures described above could fill this need. In light of their

importance, effectiveness ratios must receive full attention in the

evaluation and planning phases of the PIC scheme.

Despite the apparent mathematical relationships, productivity

changes are seldom subject to mathematical manipulation alone. The

production system and productivity adjustment involve a variety of

conflicting factors--physical, behavioral, financial, social, and so
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forth. It is almost naive to make assumptions such as "if all other

factors remain the same." In productivity studies, a static model does

not hold. For the relationship between the productivity network ratios

(specific physical productivity ratios) and factor prices, Gold pointed

out the need to consider "interactions" between productivity adjustments

and factor prices instead of continuing to make the simplifying

assumptions that the latter remain unchanged.
2

He reinforced his point

by citing the following example:

If wages account for less thin one-fifth of total costs--as is
common in U.S. manufacturing --a five percent decrease in unit
wage costs would tend to reduce total unit costs by only one
percent. But total unit costs are more likely to increase
than decrease if the innovation engendering the decline in
unit wage costs involved increases in unit material and unit
capital costs, which together account for more than three
times the w4ge share of total costs in many manufacturing
industries.

It is evident that the complicated, dynamic nature of productivity

adjustment is due to causal relationships between various factors of

industry production system. A causal relationship between these factors

is likely to depend on the particular production system of a specific

industry; hence these relationships must be revealed by the analysis of

interfirm data. Correlation/regression analysis can be used to explore

these relationships. Surprisingly, such attempts have not been made in

conventional IFC schemes, although many such attempts occur in the field

of financial ratio analysis.

The purpose of correlation analysis is to identify a causal

relationship between two measures. Since most factors of industrial

production are interrelated in the same way, any two measures are

potential candidates for correlation pairs. Without intending to be

exhaustive, some possible correlation pairs include:
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total productivity ratio versus each product productivity ratio

product productivity ratio versus each specific physical

productivity ratio

product productivity ratio versus labor efficiency ratio

product productivity ratio versus labor effectiveness ratio

product productivity ratio versus facility efficiency ratio

product productivity ratio versus facility effectiveness ratio

total productivity ratio versus various background information

product productivity ratio versus various background information

The tools of correlation analysis are correlation coefficient and

scatter diagram. A correlation coefficient represents the degree of

linear correlation between two variables. The significance level of a

correlation should be evaluated in terms of correlation coefficient and

the number of data points. A scatter diagram often presents a better

means of analysis, since the patterns of relationship can be visually

identified. Also, any correlation other than linear can be detected

from the visual inspection of the pattern.

It is important in correlation analysis that a causal relationship

be distingushed from simple association, which does not have any bearing

on the cause-effect relationship. Correlation pairs with high

association but little basis for causal relationship do not represent

meaningful information, and must be discarded.

A regression estimate is desirable for the correlation pairs which

have stronger and more direct correlations. For such relationships,

independent variables for regression estimate are usually identified

with more controllable variables, and the dependent variable with less

controllabel variable. The estimator of the confidence interval can be
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made by a routine procedure, but its usefulness must be examined with

regard to the wide range of variations expected in data collecting

procedures.

Interfirm Productivity Evaluation

The description of individual productivity ratios in terms of

descriptive statistics is only a first step to a meaningful interfirm

evaluation. To derive effective diagnosis of suppressed productivity

levels within individual firms, the nature of weak performances should

be understood in relation to other ratios. The weakness of conventional

one-ratio evaluation, such as the total productivity ratio, is in its

inability to identify specific areas of weakness in performance, and

hence potential areas of productivity improvement.

The pyramid structure provides a means for a systematic evaluation

of productivity levels. It consists of two parts: static and dynamic,

or, problem identification and diagnosis. The first part utilizes the

mathematical relationship derived earlier. A fortified pyramid

structure of the productivity ratios can be obtained by decomposing each

productivity ratio into efficiency and effectiveness ratios. This is

shown in Figure 6. The cause of weak productivity performance at one

tier is identified by following the offspring branches into the next

tier with the guidance of the mathematical relationship generalized

earlier in this chapter.

The second part is concerned with dynamic interfaces between

various ratios. As stated earlier in this chapter, a change in one

aspect of the industrial production system has an overriding effect on

all other aspects in the system. This effect is particularly strong
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between the efficiency ratios and their corresponding effectiveness

ratios. There are evidences in the practices of production systems that

causal relationships exist between a certain productivity aspect of a

production system and its efficiency and effectiveness components, and

between these two components. An analytic tool is demanded to explore

these relationships. The following diagram shows a typical part of the

production system decomposition chart shown in Figure 6.

Productivity Ratio

Efficiency Ratio .< 7. Effectiveness Ratio

The factors and relationships shown in the diagram above shall be

termed the productivity triangle. Although other causal relationships

are possible between the three ratios shown above and other aspects not

shown, the causal relationships between these three present primary

areas of investigation. The framework of a systematic analysis is

provided when these lines of investigation are performed throughout all

productivity triangles in the production system decomposition tree from

the top to the bottom. Correlation and regression analyses are the

tools to investigate these relationships.

The interfirm data can be effectively used to estimate the trend of

these relationships. When correlation coefficients and scatter diagrams

between a set of ratios for productivity, efficiency, and effectiveness

justify strong correlations, causal relationships between these ratios

are assumed, and regression estimates can be attempted. Since the

effectiveness ratio is generally more controllable than the efficiency
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ratio, and the efficiency ratio is more controllable than its parent

productivity ratio, the following sets of variables are suitable for the

regression estimate.

Independent Variable

effectiveness ratio
effectiveness ratio
efficiency ratio

VS.
VS.
VS.

Dependent Variable

efficiency ratio
productivity ratio
productivity ratio

These analyses can be utilized to judge the preference of the ratio

levels (high vs. low), and to diagnose weak performance. It has been

presumed in the presentation of the interfirm productivity performances

that a high ratio represents strong performance. However, it seems

reasonable from the preceding argument to conclude that high levels of

effectiveness and efficiency ratios are not always preferred if these

ratios are negatively correlated to their parent productivity ratio.

Thus, the correlation patterns between a productivity ratio and its

immediately decomposed efficiency and effectiveness ratios offer an

effective criterion for managerial evaluation of performances of

individual ratios with regard to the productivity ratios at the higher

tiers, which are likely to be of more important managerial concern. The

regression estimate can be utilized for diagnosis. When unfavorable

performances are identified, a regression estimate provides the means of

estimating the degree of improvement expected by exercising managerial

influence in directing more controllable factors toward the "right"

direction.
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Procedure of Interfirm Productivity Evaluation

The procedure of interfirm productivity evaluation is as follows.

Starting from the total productivity ratio, the sources of weak

performance are identified by following the offspring branches to the

next levels. The mathematical relationships identifies weak performance

areas at each tier of the pyramid structure.

For instance, the cause of weak performance of the total

productivity ratio can be identified by examining the product value

productivity ratio with following relationship.

Total Products Value
Total Cost

Product Value Product Cost
Product Cost Total Cost

This shows that the total productivity is the weighted sum of all

product value productivity ratios. Therefore, any weak performance in

the efficiency part of the total productivity ratio, i.e., the

individual product value productivity ratios, must be examined along

with the effectiveness part, i.e., the product cost proportion ratios.

Thus, a weak performance in a product value productivity ratio, coupled

with high level of the corresponding product cost proportion ratio, can

be identified as a crucial cause for weak performance in the total

productivity ratio.

When the causes of weak performance are identified by means of

mathematical relationships, their diagnosis is in order. The

correlation/regression analyses tell whether a high or low level is

preferred for each product value productivity ratio and each product

cost proportion ratio. And the level of correlation between the total

productivity ratio and these efficiency and effectiveness ratios shows
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how strong the preference should be. Further, the regression estimate

between these ratios suggests how much improvement can be expected in

the level of the total productivity ratio, by changing these ratios in

the preferred direction.

The next step is to search for further causes of the weakness in

the preceding efficiency ratios (i.e., the product value productivity

ratios) by examining their corresponding efficiency and effectiveness

compositions, i.e. product unit productivity ratio and unit product

price. The corresponding correlation/regression analyses suggest which

directions of change in these ratios are preferred and by how much.

When average product price of the industry is used in place of the

product prices of individual firms, the decomposition is not necessary,

because there will be no variation in the product price. Then the

variation in the product value productivity ratios is simply transferred

to the ratios at the next tier, i.e. the product unit productivity

ratios.

At the third tier, the weakness in the product unit productivity is

identified by examining each part of its compositions, i.e. each

specific cost productivity ratio and factor cost proportion ratio.

It must be noted that an "or" relationship exists between the total

productivity ratio and each product of a specific cost productivity

ratio and its corresponding effectiveness ratio. This relationship also

applies to the other product cost productivity ratios as well as the

other product cost productivity ratio at the second tier. Previous

correlation/regression analyses can be applied for the diagnosis and an

estimate of expected improvement.
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At the fourth tier, the specific unit productivity ratio and

related unit per cost ratio should be investigated. Like the unit

product price, unit per cost can take an average value such as unit per

average cost, if the participants of the PIC scheme so choose. In this

case, the decomposition is irrelevant, and the analysis of the specific

cost productivity must be directly transferred to specific unit

productivity ratios.

At the last tier, the specific causes of weakness in the labor unit

productivity and the facility unit productivity ratios can finally be

investigated by examining the "shop floor" efficiency and effectiveness

(productive work) ratios of labor and facility factors. The

correlation/regression analyses would also reveal a causal relationship

between efficiency and effectiveness ratios for human and physical

facilities.

The reliability of these analyses and their interpretations depends

upon a number of factors. Some of the important factors are

representative sample, sample size, number of missing data points,

reliability of the data, and interpretation of the outliers. Having a

representative sample and identifying the outlier are particularly

important. The causal relationships revealed by this procedure can be

used by the participants as a guide for the diagnosis of their weak

performances and the identification of potential improvement areas.

Individual firms should, however, adjust this information to their own

production systems in order to keep their system objectives effective.
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Interfirm Productivity Planning

Productivity planning within individual firms requires a dynamic

view regarding expectations of the productivity level at various tiers

of the individual production systems. This characteristic is closely

related to the dynamic interrelationship and interplay between various

factors in the production system peculiar to an industry. The degree of

interplay between the closely related productivity ratios can be

identified by the correlation/regression analyses and the systematic

interfirm evaluation method discussed earlier. However, a powerful

productivity perspective can be achieved through the integrated view of

the total production system, which identifies the interplay between a

representative feature of the system and other related factors, in terms

of an analytic model.

In the area of financial ratio analysis, a similar purpose is

served by multivariate analysis, which seeks the relationship between

the economic behavior of firms with several key ratios.
5

In early

years, univariate analysis, in which ratios are examined one at a time,

dominated the financial ratio analysis in time-series and

cross-sectional analyses, as well as in the residual analysis in which

the time-series and cross-sectional analyses are combined into one

method. However, the limitations of financial analysis restricted to

one ratio were soon evident and it was recognized that a comprehensive

evaluation of the firm's economic situation required an examination of

several key ratios, each shedding light on a specific aspect of

operations. Thus, in later years, Alexander Wall designed an index

calculated from weighting several key ratios, which empirically were
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found to have significant effect on a certain economic behavior of

firms.
6

Nonetheless, his approach must be taken to be still univariate,

since each ratio was considered individually. The main characteristic

of the multivariate approach is the "simultaneous" consideration of

several ratios in the analysis. The construction of a ratio index

amounts to a formulation of a model designed to predict some aspect of

the firms' economic behavior. Typical aspects of the firms' economic

behavior in the latter development of financial ratio analysis are

corporate earnings and growth rates, corporate failure, bond risk

premiums, and random-walk behavior of security prices. A multiple

regression model is the most common tool of multivariate analysis,

although other techniques are also utilized.

For interfirm productivity planning, it is the key productivity

ratios that are important in suggesting an integrated view of the

production system. Examples of key productivity ratios of major

managerial concern are the total productivity ratio and the product

value productivity ratio. These ratios represent an integrated view of

the production system at the plant and product level, respectively.

These ratios shall be termed management target ratios. The purpose of

interfirm productivity planning is to relate these ratios to several key

ratios in order to prescribe the management action. This is closely

related to identifying areas of potential productivity improvement and

its diagnosis discussed in the evaluation phase; but this further

expands the horizon by simultaneously taking into consideration all the

variables (ratios) which have significant influence upon the managerial

target ratio. For this purpose, a multiple regression model offers the

best approach.
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Interfirm analysis by means of multiple regression focuses on the

"general effect" and dilutes the "specific effect." As noted earlier,

comparability for interfirm evaluation is enhanced, if firms

1. belong to the same industry

2. are of similar size

3. use similar accounting methods, and

4. are located in the same geographical area.

These criteria are also applicable to interfirm productivity planning in

order to exclude possible "specific effects" peculiar to these

groupings. The "specific effect" of an individual firm is hard to

segregate, particularly when there is no background data available. The

outcome of this effect may sometimes be detected by identifying the

outlier data in the ratio distribution or pairwise scatter diagram.

However, it is dangerous to eliminate these data in multiple regression

modeling, unless an apparent explanation of specific effect is

available.

The phenomenon of ratio correlations, apparent in the productivity

interfirm comparison as well as in the financial ratio analysis, has an

important implication for the multiple regression modeling. First, a

smaller number of ratios than expected may convey the essential

information. Second, a high ratio correlation may pose an estimation

problem. A high degree of multicollinearity will result in large

standard errors for the estimated coefficients and will therefore

adversely affect the precision of the estimation. However, the fact

that some or all independent variables are correlated among themselves

does not, in general, inhibit the ability to obtain a good fit, nor does

it tend to affect inferences about new observations, provided tgat these
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inferences are made within the region of observations. The important

question is whether a specific ratio actually contributes to the

explanation of the dependent variables. In the case of a positive

contribution, it is usually worthwhile to incorporate the variable in

the model despite the resulting multicollinearity, since its addition

will increase the model's analytic accuracy.
7

The preceding argument is consistent with the R
2

(coefficient of

multiple determination) criterion for the selection of independent

variables in multiple regression modeling, which accounts for the

portion of explained variation in the dependent variable by all included

independent variables into the model. However, R
2

criterion does not

account for the number of parameters in the model, which can cause a

serious problem. For an extreme example, R
2
will be a maximum at the

unity, when (p - 1) potential variables are included in the regression

(p is the number data points), regardless of the actual correlation

level of individual variables with the dependent variable. Thus, when

the number of data points (the number of participants in the PIC scheme)

is small, the inclusion of several independent variables may result in

an unrealistically large R.

The MSE (mean square error) criterion compensates for this

weakness, since MSE does take the number of parameters in the model

into account through the degrees of freedom. If this criterion is used,

the set of independent variables with minimum MSEp is selected. The

level of MSE does not necessarily decrease as the number of included

independent variables increases. If this criterion is sought, the set

of independent variables with minimum mean square error is considered to

be the best set. Another criterion called C criterion is concerned
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with the total squared error of the n fitted observations for any given

regression model. The C values represents the unbiased estimate of the

total squared error. When using the C criterion, one seeks to identify

the set of independent variables that leads to the smallest Cp value.

However, if that C value should contain a substantial bias component,

one may prefer a set of independent variables that leads to a slightly

large C value which does not contain a substantial bias component.
8

The choice of the criterion for the multiple regression model for

interfirm productivity planning will depend on the number of data

points, the number of candidate variables, the degree of goodness of

fit, and the preference of the ultimate user.

The selection of the management target ratio depends on the

representative characteristic of the productivity at certain managerial

levels, as well as management objectives, criteria, and other features.

To plan and control the productivity at the individual product level,

the product value productivity is the best candidate. With the product

value productivity ratio as the dependent variable, the corresponding

independent variables would be the ratios at the third tier or below in

the production system decomposition chart (fortified pyramid structure

for interfirm evaluation; refer to Figure 6).

Although the selection of the independent variables may well rely

on various statistical methods such as factor analysis. The inherent

characteristic of the interfirm production system represented by the PIC

pyramid structure presents a conceptually sound basis for screening a

large number of ratios and choosing the most appropriate ones. The

production system decomposition chart derived earlier shows two

different types of productivity ratios: the "intermediate component
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ratios," such as productivity ratios or most efficiency ratios; and the

"final component ratios," such as effectiveness ratios and the physical

efficiency ratios at the final tier. Since the goal of interfirm

planning is to identify the bottom line causes of productivity weakness

and to direct management action to these areas for future improvement,

the "final component ratios" are better candidates for the independent

variables to be included in the multiple regression model. The ratios

not included in the fortified pyramid structure, but representing

significant features of production, are also primary candidates for the

potential independent variable because of their special nature with

regard to the interfirm production system.

When confronted with the problem of having to include too many

independent variables in the model, a possible solution is to combine

two independent variables which have significant contributions to the

model. For example, if both the ratios of labor cost/total cost and

material cost/total cost, are to be included in the model, a new

manipulated ratio of material cost/labor cost, can be formulated for

possible replacement of the two previous ratios.

Another important productivity ratio, that can be used as the

management target ratio is the total productivity ratio at the top

management level. When this ratio is selected for the dependent

variable, the number of candidate independent variables increases

substantially as the number of products produced increases, since the

potential candidates now include all ratios at or below the second tier

of the production system decomposition chart.

A set of dependent variables different from those mentioned above

can be selected based upon the needs of management. Potential
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candidates include the productivity ratios in lower part of the PIC

pyramid structure and certain management composite indices which are

derived from weighting several features of productivity within the

interfirm production system.
9

The use of a multiple regression model should be evaluated on the

basis of its analytic ability. When the best set of independent

variables is determined, the model presents a guide to the management of

individual firms regarding viable management actions to enhance

productivity as determined by the corresponding management target ratio

(dependent variable), and further to estimate the degree of improvement

in the target ratio as the result of the management action exercised.

In this way the multiple regression model can serve the function of

interfirm productivity planning and, in turn, be adjusted to individual

productivity planning of each firm participating in the PIC scheme.
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CHAPTER VI

APPLICATION OF THE PIC SCHEME TO THE

NORTHWEST FOOD PROCESSORS

Introduction

Northwest Food Processors Association (NWFPA), regarded as one of

the finest trade associations in America, has provided a wide range of

services to its members. Among other services, it provides a means

whereby member firms exchange ideas and information on ways to improve

the operations of all members. It is to this end that a "productivity

task force" was formed in 1979 by NWFPA.

When discussing ways to improve productivity in the industry, the

Oregon Productivity Center (0/P/C) suggested that the task force employ

the interfirm comparison approach for effective productivity measurement

and improvement. It established a subcommittee to work with the Center

to conduct a pilot project among green bean processors. The success of

the pilot project led to a full-scale program, later named the

"Productivity Interfirm Comparison (PIC)" program. The program was

conducted by the NWFPA in full coordination with the Oregon Productivity

Center, located on the Oregon State University campus.

When the program was about to start, the author began to be

involved with it, with the intention of applying the methodologies of

productivity interfirm comparison study to this program. Limitations
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were evident for a complete productivity interfirm comparison, but this

program offered one of the very few opportunities available in the

United States to apply the PIC methodologies to actual interfirm data.

The Oregon Productivity Center (Director: Dr. James L. Riggs) and NWFPA

provided the author with material necessary to comprehend the

administrative procedure of the program, the interfirm data to be

analyzed by the author, as well as opportunities to participate in the

important meetings for the program. In this chapter, the outcome of the

application of the methodologies of the PIC scheme to the "Productivity

Interfirm Comparison" program of the Northwest Food Processors

Association will be described. The intent is not to implement a

complete PIC scheme, but rather to demonstrate the methodologies in

relation to actual industrial operations as a means of illustration.

Characteristics of the Food Processing Industry

in the Northwest

The purpose of processing food crops is preservation. Any inter-

ruption of operations for more than several hours often results in

spoilage and loss of part of the crop. Thus, rapid processing, as well

as wholesomeness and sanitation, is of paramount importance to eliminate

perishability.

Fruits, vegetables, or potatoes are processed in 59 plants in

Oregon alone. Contribution to the state's economy in 1981 was as fol-

lows:

Sales value of production
Annual payroll
Seasonal employment
Full-time employment

$690 million
$143 million
14,400 jobs
6,000 jobs
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Some fruit and vegetable plants operate only seasonally--two or three

months. However, potato plants, and some specialty food plants operate

year-round. Seasonal crops are processed during the harvest season,

then stored in warehouses and sold gradually through the following 12-18

month period. A fruit and vegetable processor gets only one "turn" per

year of its inventory and the dollars invested therein.

The processing work force is very large. Some jobs require no spe-

cial skills and only minimal training. Many workers are students and

others who enter the work force only during the summer months. Food

processing provides employment for many who could not be employed in

other industries.

Crops for processing are purchased from individual growers. All

vegetables and most potato, berry and fruit crops are committed far in

advance of harvest by contracts mutually agreed upon between processors

and growers. In areas where growers have organized into bargaining

groups, processors deal with those groups for all or part of their raw

product requirements. Some NWFPA member companies are grower-owned co-

operatives.

Background of the "PIC" Program

Pilot Program

After the productivity task force of the NWFPA established a

subcommittee to conduct a pilot program for productivity measurement of

the NWFPA members with the interfirm comparison method, several meetings

and many communications in March 1981 laid the groundwork and resulted

in an early April meeting of green bean industry representatives in

Salem. At that gathering, productivity ratios to be measured for the
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pilot program were agreed upon, and definitions for the various data

inputs were established.

Following this meeting, 0/P/C prepared a worksheet and data re-

porting form to assist members in compiling and forwarding the data to

NWFPA. The Association coded and distributed the worksheet and forms to

six green bean canners and five freezers (the pilot participants). By

May 1, the Association had the results in hand. The coded information

was sent to 0/P/C for processing.

To protect confidentiality, the results of the pilot were simply

reported back--lowest to highest--in each category. Neither 0/P/C nor

the Association was ever aware of how any particular company performed.

Following are some of the ratios compared in the pilot:

Direct Labor Cost/Case
Total Standard Cases/Paid Weight (tons)
23/303 pkg. Material Cost/Case
Direct Warehousing Cost/Total Cases Shipped
Indirect Labor Cost/Case
Plant Energy BTUs/Case

Main Program

After conducting a pilot program with green bean industry members,

PIC was expanded to accommodate other Northwest Food Processors who

became aware of the productivity improvement potential through the PIC

program. Representatives of fruit, vegetables, or potatoes processors

met periodically with members of the PIC subcommittee to determine

ratios and definitions. In a late October meeting in Portland, the

fruit and vegetable group finalized their consensus regarding the ratio

selection and definitions. The potato group reached final consensus in

late December. An agreement was reached among these groups that the
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report of the PIC program follow the format used in the pilot--simply

report back the arrays from lowest to highest. While several commodity

subgroups agreed to provide 1980 as well as 1981 data (fruit and

vegetable), the rest wanted to include 1981 data only (berry and

potato).

The fruit and vegetable group (except the berry commodity subgroup)

began to send 1980 data, starting from January 1982. When all data were

collected and sent to 0/P/C by April, the report was provided by

processing the data through a series of computer programs prepared

earlier by 0/P/C, and sent back to the members via the Association. The

same procedure was followed when the data for 1981 were gathered from

all groups by July, and the report was sent to the members in August

1982 completing the program. Several follow-up meetings were held

between 0/P/C staffs and NWFPA productivity sub-committee during the

fall of 1982 for the discussion of further benefits that can be obtained

from the PIC report, including possible extension of the PIC program by

means of the PIC methodologies developed by the author.

Participation

As typical of the interfirm comparison, scheme, the nature of the

PIC program is voluntary. However, every effort was exercised by NWFPA,

the organizing agency, to enhance the participation rate. Many meetings

and communications were scheduled to encourage participation.

Since the PIC program is a new venture for NWFPA, unfamiliarity

with the productivity interfirm comparison had to be overcome by educa-

tion and demonstration. The Oregon Productivity Center provided
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necessary help for these needs. The success of the pilot program was

essential to secure adequate participation.

Confidentiality

Participants in the PIC program, like typical U.S. business firms,

were reluctant to reveal their financial data. This strong tendency led

to the omission of some ratios which are important to the PIC pyramid

structure model and systematic analyses, as shall be depicted later in

more detail. Members' general concern with confidentiality resulted in

agreement on the following items:

1. Only historical data will be used.

2. Collection is by a source other than participants and company

data submission should be confidential.

3. The results participants receive will only advise where they

stand in relation to other participants, expressed in ratios

for each item compared. For each ratio, arrays of ratios of

the industry will be provided. It should be impossible to as-

certain raw company data from any particular firm by looking at

the results.

4. Basic company data will be destroyed by the Oregon Productivity

Center once the industry summary is developed.

Legality

In light of possible dispute about the legitimacy of the PIC

program, expert opinions of lawyers were obtained. The following sub-

jects were introduced as recommendations:
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1. No disclosure of data applicable to any member is to be made by

participants, or the Association (NWFPA) staff, or 0/P/C.

2. Neither the data submitted, nor the results obtained, is to be

exchanged by any members or discussed between members at

meetings of the Association at any time. The Association is

not to comment, give advice, or to make suggestions based upon

the data obtained.

3. Non-members of the Association may participate by paying a

reasonable price differential to help defray administrative

costs of the program. This will eliminate a possible anti-

trust problem.

4. Results of the survey will also be supplied to those who have a

valid business reason to see the information.

To encourage participation, however, it was decided that PIC re-

sults will be furnished only to participating companies, except as spec-

ified above.

Comparable Groupings

The participants of the PIC program consist of the processors of

fruits, vegetables and potatoes, which can be separated into a fruit-

vegetable group and a potato group. The fruit-vegetable group produces

a variety of canned and frozen products, a part of which are produced by

individual processors. Consensus was reached among participants to

divide the fruit-vegetable group into three sub-groups: canners,

freezers, and frozen berries for the comparison purpose, although some

of these processors produce products that belong to more than one of

these categories. The potato group consists solely of potato processors
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which produce several different types of French fries and some co-

products. This group was not subdivided into further categories for

comparison purpose.

This grouping was determined by the participants on the basis of

the difference in the material used and aspects of operation. Other

groupings on the basis of firm size, geographical location, and

accounting method were not considered, primarily because the number of

participants is not large enough to warrant this effort.

Ratio Selection and Definition of Terms

The selection of ratios and definitions of terms were decided by

the consensus of the members of each sub-group. This process accounted

for the most difficult and time-consuming part of the PIC program.

PIC participants consist of large corporations, farmer's coopera-

tives and small privately owned businesses. Accounting systems differ,

and what is considered direct labor in one company might not be so in

another. Similar classifications were necessary for indirect labor,

warehousing costs, maintenance support, material costs, plant energy,

fringe benefits, capital investment, etc. Interest also diverged for

the ratios to be compared.

Consensus could only be reached through many communications and

periodic meetings among participants. At least one intensive meeting

was held to finalize consensus among participant representatives and

staffs of NWFPA and 0/P/C. Because of the nature of the program, no

tailor-made PIC pyramid structure model nor any systematic ratio

selection procedure was followed. The selection of ratios was thus made

purely according to common interest.
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Data Collection Procedure

After consensus was reached regarding the ratio selection and

definitions of terms and other important items (such as frequency and

cost), procedures for data collection started. To protect confiden-

tiality, NWFPA assigned a code number to each plant. NWFPA sent coded

data requests, along with selected ratios and definitions, to

participants which were thereafter identified only by code number. By

consensus of the participants, data was provided in the form of raw

numbers (amounts in both numerator and denominator, separately). Then

the following steps were in order:

1. The company supplies raw data on request form(s), keeps a copy

and sends originals in coded, sealed inner envelope to NWFPA,

which sends unopened inner envelope to Oregon Productivity

Center.

2. 0/P/C tabulates, processes and analyzes the coded forms. Sum-

mary reports are prepared. 0/P/C puts data for each code into

a coded envelope, sends it to NWFPA, which forwards the sealed

envelope to the proper company.

Under this system, the Association knew which companies partici-

pated, but did not see any raw or processed data with company identi-

fication. The Oregon Productivity Center handled raw data, but did not

know the company identity. A flow chart of a more detailed procedure is

shown in Figure 7.



Figure 7. Information Flow Chart of the "PIC" Program
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Data Processing Procedure

When the coded forms arrived, 0/P/C inputted the raw data on

magnetic tape by means of a Tektronix mini-computer System 4050 program.

With this (computer) program, selected ratios were calculated from the

raw data, but the raw data themselves were not recorded, thus preventing

tracking the original raw data from this record. This was an additional

feature to insure confidentiality.

When a missing data point was present in either the numerator or

denominator, the corresponding ratio was also considered missing. The

distributions of ratio performances were examined to detect expected

false data. When seemingly false data were detected, contact was made

with the corresponding firm via NWFPA to correct them.

Report Format

Following the consensus reached earlier regarding the format of the

report (result), the participants received results which only advised

where they stood in relation to other participants, expressed in ratios

for each item compared. For each set of ratios, an industry median

(average) and a range were provided. It was impossible to ascertain the

raw data for any firm by looking at the summary of ratios.

0/P/C prepared the report containing the results made in accordance

with the above via a series of computer programs. Performance ratios of

each participant were simply listed from lowest to highest with the

(simple) mean of all participants. Reports were made for plant and

commodity bases for each commodity as well as separate plant reports for

canners, freezers, and all (canners and freezers) for the
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fruit-vegetable group (including berries). For the potato group, a

single report was prepared.

Other Considerations

Because of the nature of the PIC program (such as consensus agree-

ment on ratio selection, the number of participants, reluctance to re-

veal financial data, etc.), the collection of data relevant to catego-

rization and background information (see Chapter III) was very

restricted. As for the categorization, the firm size, estimated by the

aggregate production size, was the only one available. Certain types of

ratio information (such as OSHA rates, fringe benefit ratios) were

included in the selected ratios. Generally, however, background

information pertaining to short-term differences in productivity changes

was not obtained. The lack of data was also evident in the set of

selected productivity ratios. The participants' reluctance to reveal

data regarding the facility investment, for example, prohibited them

from obtaining the benefits to be gained otherwise.

Nature of the Selected Ratios

The fruit-vegetable group consists of firms of a variety of

different sizes. The product also varies among firms. This group

consists of plants producing some combination of 11 different products

(canners--canned light sweet cherries, canned dark sweet cherries,

canned pears, canned plums, canned green beans, canned corn;

freezers--frozen carrots, frozen corn, frozen green beans, frozen peas;

frozen berries). The selected measures of the fruit-vegetable group can

be divided into two major categories: one measuring the whole operation
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of a plant, and one related to specific operations of particular

commodities. Three sets of different commodity measures apply to each

of the three sub-groups (canners, freezers, and berry), while one common

set of plant ratios applies to all these sub-groups. The ratio

categories of selected commodity ratios for these sub-groups and of

plant ratios are as follows:

Canners -- raw material efficiency, labor efficiency, packaging
material efficiency, labor/packaging material ratio

Freezers -- raw material efficiency, raw material allocation, labor
efficiency, packaging material

Berry -- raw material efficiency, direct labor efficiency,
packaging material costs

Plant -- labor efficiency, energy efficiency, fringe, safety, turn-
over, average hourly wage, capital/input.

In processing the data, individual firms' ratios were collected

separately by plant and each commodity category. Because of variations

in product mix in the participants' plants, the number of samples in

each commodity category and each plant sub-group varies. The number of

samples in each commodity category and each plant sub-group for 1981

data are as follows:

Canned light sweet cherries: 4

Canned dark sweet cherries: 4

Canned pears: 3

Canned plums: 4

Canned green beans: 8

Canned corn: 6

Frozen carrots: 11

Frozen corn: 20

Frozen green beans: 8

Frozen peas: 11

Frozen berries: 7

Canners (plant): 8

Freezers (plant): 10

Berry (plant): 9
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The potato group consists mostly of big corporations, and their

products are generally homogeneous. They produce four different types

of French fries--thin-cut high-solid, thin-cut low-solid, thick-cut high

solid, thick-cut low solid--and some co-products. This group was not

sub-divided into sub-groups and has only one set of measures which

applies to both plant and commodity operation. Cost information for raw

product (potato), cooking oil, and energy, as well as background

information regarding farmers' cooperatives, are not directly available

from the raw data; but industry average cost and products average

selling prices were obtained from the NWFPA. The ratio categories for

potato measures include: raw product recovery/efficiency, labor effi-

ciency, energy efficiency, cooking oil consumption, safety, fringe,

equipment, cost comparisons. Specific selected ratios for the potato

group are shown in Appendix B. The number of participants for 1981 data

in the potato group is 17.

Considering the number of samples (participants), homogeneity, and

simplicity, the potato group will be used for the application of the PIC

methodologies developed earlier. Note, however, it can also be applied

to the fruit-vegetable group on the comparable basis.

Construction of the Pyramid Structure Model

The methodologies of the PIC scheme developed earlier are most

effectively applicable to specific PIC schemes through the construction

of the pyramid structur model. Since the purpose of constructing the

pyramid structure is in the analysis of data, the data availability is

the most important factor in doing so.
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One of the peculiar characteristics of the pyramid structure

program is the way consensus was reached regarding the selection of

ratios and definition of terms. The lack of a pyramid structured

measurement system is typical of interfirm comparison schemes performed

in the United States. This stems from the fact that no such system has

been tailored for any particular industry for the purpose of interfirm

comparison. Although the availability of the tailor-made pyramid

structure is very demanding for applying the PIC methodologies, it was

not available to the PIC program.

Therefore, restrictions in applying the general pyramid model stem

from the fact that it must be adjusted to the ratios already selected,

as opposed to determining the ratios beforehand and requesting corres-

ponding data from the participants. These and related restrictions in

data availability in the potato group can be summarized as follows:

1. Inputs of labor, energy and facility categories are not at all

allocated to individual products, but instead only their

aggregated data are available. Input of the material category

alone is allocated to individual products.

2. No information is provided regarding the actual unit cost of

the inputs, such as raw products (raw potato), cooking oil, or

individual selling prices of the end products. However,

industry averages, for unit costs of input factors, and unit

prices of end products are available based on the knowledge of

members of productivity subcommittee of the NWFPA.

3. The data pertaining to two cost categories--packaging material

and "other cost" are only obtained by means of cost comparison,

which provides only the percentage of each input category to
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the total cost. These cost comparison data are based on French

fries production only.

4. The cost data pertaining to facility investment and other fixed

costs, either allocated or aggregated, are not available from

any of the raw data sources.

Because of these constraints, the pyramid structure model has to be

constructed by a special method described below. First, the backbond of

the pyramid structure is constructed in accordance with the general

pyramid model. Then specific ratios in the pyramid are obtained by

manipulating given data in the PIC program, utilizing the "bottom-up"

approach of calculating ratios. By this method, the total productivity

ratio is obtained from physical productivity ratios for each product by

reference to corresponding average cost and average selling price.

Applying this method to the potato group, however, is restricted by

another shortcoming--the existence of missing data. The number of

missing data for selected ratios range from 2-3 to 13-14. Missing data

significantly undermines the ability of correlation/regression analyses

for the potato group, since the number of participants in this group is

only 17. The missing data are particularly noticeable in the specific

physical productivity ratio categories regarding raw potato and cooking

oil for each product (e.g., pounds thick-high FF's produced/pounds

thick-high potato delivered). Thus, if an attempt is made to derive

productivity ratios at the higher levels from specific physical

productivity ratios, the effect of missing data spreads to the farmer

ratios; the more as the level of integration goes up. This is a fatal

shortcoming, since the ratios in the pyramid model thus constructed will
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have significantly lower numbers of data points, which does not lend

itself to useful analysis.

For this reason, the following guidelines are used in constructing

the pyramid structure for the potato group.

1. Since there are no monetary data to account for the level of

facility in either absolute terms or in comparison with other

costs, this input factor cannot be incorporated into the total

productivity or the pyramid structure model. The equipment

utilization and up-time ratios will be accounted for as special

ratio information.

2. Although average selling price and the size of production for

each product are available, some of the latter involved too

many missing data. This restricted the ability to derive the

aggregated product value of five potato products. (One of the

product line involved 11 missing data points for the size of

production item.) Since there is not much variation in the

unit value of the five products (average prices range from $.29

to $.336), the unit (pound) produced can be used as a

substitute for the value of the product throughout the the

measurement and analysis.

3. Since the data for allocated input factor costs in labor,

energy and others are not available, specific cost productivity

ratios with each aggregated input factor will be at the second

tier, preceding the level of product categorization.

4. Actual individual cost figures rather than the average cost

figure will be used for these specific cost productivity ratios

to account for the cost variations between the participating
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firms. Since specific cost data are given only for labor

category, the labor cost productivity ratio, along with the

cost comparison ratios, must be utilized to derive other cost

productivity ratios. The cost comparison ratios are used

despite the fact that they are based on the production of

French fries only, since the input proportion of French fries

presents a good approximation of the whole production (French

fries plus co-products).

5. Labor cost productivity ratio is derived from the following

ratios:

Cost per labor hour = average hourly rate

overtime wages
(1 -

straight time + overtime wages
)

total hourly fringe
x (1 +

total hourly wages

Labor cost productivity ratio -
total pounds produced
production labor cost

total pounds produced ,
-

production labor hour
cost per labor hour

6. Other cost productivity ratios will be derived from the follow-

ing manipulations:

Raw products (potato) cost productivity ratio

= total pounds produced
raw products cost

total pounds produced production labor cost
x

production labor cost raw products cost

Cost productivity ratios for cooking oil packaging materials,

warehouse, energy, and others are derived in similar ways.

7. The total productivity ratio are obtained from the

following:



Total productivity =
E (physical

average cost per unit
input unit) x
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total pound produced

total pound produced
weighted input costs

The input factors for packaging material, warehouse and "others"

will not be included in the calculation of the total productivity

ratio since

a. Data pertaining to physical units or cost per unit are not

available for these categories.

b. These categories are less directly related to pure

production of the products than those includedin the

calculation--i.e., raw products, cooking oil, labor, and

energy.

c. The high amount of missing data in cost productivity

ratios for these input categories limits even the use of

actual cost data of these inputs as substitutes for

weighted cost data.

8. At the third tier there will be specific physical productivity

ratios for each input factor. These ratios are given in the

selected productivity ratio set. At the fourth tier, there

will be specific physical productivity ratios for raw products

and cooking oil, categorized by individual products (French

friesand co-product). The raw products and cooking oil, which

are the only factors that account for product allocation, are

not added together under each product categorization, because

doing so will result in a large loss in the number of data

points, as mentioned earlier.
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The PIC pyramid model structured under the guidelines above is

shown in Figure 7. Specific definitions of the productivity ratios

constructed using these guidelines are listed in Appendix B. The ratios

that might have a significant bearing on the productivity levels, but

are not included in the PIC pyramid model are as follows:

1. OSHA frequency rate

2. OSHA severity rate

3. fringe benefit ratios

4. equipment up-time ratio -
operating hour
scheduled hour

5. equipment utilization ratio
scheduled hour
available hour

6. production size.

Derivation of Effectiveness Ratios

Application of the methodologies of the PIC scheme in the phases of

interfirm productivity evaluation and inter firm planning requires the

derivation of effectiveness ratios corresponding to the productivity

ratios in the pyramid structure model for the potato group. The effec-

tiveness ratios for the potato group can be easily developed according

to the general relation expressed in (5-1) as

Productivity ratio
at any tier

(efficiency ratio x effectiveness ratio= E
of the directly subordinate tier, if any)

Thus, for instance, the effectiveness ratios at the second tier

(cost proportion ratios) in the PIC pyramid model for raw products will

be
weighted input cost for raw products

all weighted input costs

Other cost proportion ratios can be derived in similar ways for cooking

oil, packaging materials, labor, energy, and other costs.
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The effectiveness ratios at the third tier (unit per cost ratios)

are derived as follows:

Unit per cost ratio for raw products -
pounds potatoes delivered

raw products

total pounds produced total pounds produced
raw products cost pounds potatoes delivered

raw products cost . raw products unit
productivity ratio productivity ratio

Note that the unit per cost ratios are the inverses of cost per unit for

each of the input factors. Unit per cost ratios for cooking oil, labor,

and energy can be derived by similar manipulation.

Ideally, the effectiveness ratios for the fourth tier in the PIC

pyramid model for the potato group should be input cost proportion

ratios. The derivation of input cost proportion ratios is not

mathematically restricted. However, it is practically restricted by the

large amount of missing data in some of the individual product

productivity ratios. Therefore, output unit proportion ratios will be

substituted for the input cost proportion ratios. This yields a good

approximation, since there is not much variation in the values of

individual product productivity ratios among these products. The output

unit proportion ratios are available from the raw data pertaining to the

production size for each product category. The pyramid structure

showing these effectiveness ratios is shown in Figure 8. Specific

definitions of the effectiveness ratios derived above are listed in

Appendix B.



Figure 8. Pyramid Structure Model of the Potato Group
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Presentation of the Result

As agreed at the consensus meeting, the performance of each ratio

was reported in a row from the lowest to the highest with the simple

mean. Although several false data were detected by Oregon Productivity

Center, no action was taken to estimate the degree of sampling and mea-

surement errors involved in the PIC program. As expected, the histo-

grams of the selected and derived productivity ratios in the pyramid

model are skewed to the right Thus, although the presentation of the

distribution with median and quartiles is also desirable, it seems

appropriate to present it in a row as was done in the program,

especially considering the number of data points for both

fruit-vegetable and potato groups.

The selected ratios for the potato group include productivity

ratios, effectiveness ratios, and other ratio information. Although

high levels of these ratios are generally preferred for productivity

ratios, preferred levels are not clearly defined for effectiveness

ratios and other ratios.

Although distributions of many of the ratios in the pyramid model

and corresponding effectiveness ratios were not reported back to the

participants, they represent some important characteristics of the in-

dustry. The ranges for some of the effectiveness ratios are as follows:

Output proportion:

thin-cut high-solid .05 to .96

thin-cut low-solid .00 to .60

thick-cut high-solid .02 to .70

Unit per cost ratios:
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raw products 9.47 to 29.90

cooking oil 1.04 to 3.34

labor .10 to .14

Input proportion ratio:

raw products .50 to .66

cooking oil .10 to .17

labor .13 to .28

The ranges for some of the productivity ratios in the pyramid model are
as

follows:

Cost productivity ratios:

raw products 4.73 to 13.6

cooking oil 16.20 to 64.1

labor 15.00 to 37.7

Total productivity ratio 3.58 to 5.7

Note that the numerical data presented here and later in parts of

the interfirm evaluation and analysis are based on close approximations

of actual data, each of which does not necessarily represent an

individual firm's exact performance levels. Because of the nature of

the ratio calculation involved, it must be understood that the unit per

cost ratios for raw products and cooking oil do not account only for the

unit purchasing costs of raw products (*potatoes) and cooking oil, but

also for the recovery ratios (= the utilization rates: the amount of

total raw materials inputted to the amount of utilized portion of raw

materials; 45 percent on the average for potatoes and 80 percent on the

average for the cooking oil; thus, if the unit purchasing cost of potato

is three cents per pound and the recovery ratio is 60 percent, then the

unit per cost ratio would be (1/0.03) x 0.6 = 20).
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Interfirm Productivity Evaluation

Once the productivity ratios and their decomposition relationships

are identified, diagnosis of the weakness in productivity performances

can be carried out by applying the procedure of the interfirm

productivity evaluation. It was noted earlier that weak performance of

individual firms can be identified by following the branches of the

fortified pyramid structure from the top to the bottom, recognizing the

mathematical relationships between productivity, efficiency and

effectiveness ratios. This can be performed by individual firms with

their own data.

Correlation analysis of the data from the potato group can be

performed to identify the causal relationship between factors of the

interfirm production system. Correlation coefficients and scatter

diagrams are its tools. No regression analysis will be attempted,

because approximated and missing data limit the usefulness of the

regression estimate.

Systematic analysis reveals the causal relationships between the

ratios of each "productivity triangle"--productivity, efficiency, and

effectiveness ratios. There are four productivity triangles between

total productivity ratio and each of four cost productivity ratios--for

raw products, cooking oil, labor, and energy. There is one productivity

triangle between each of the cost productivity ratios (second tier) and

corresponding efficiency and effectiveness ratios (third tier)--e.g.,

raw products unit productivity ratio and raw products input proportion

ratio. There are five productivity triangles between the raw products

unit productivity ratio and each unit product productivity ratio--for
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five different products. Similarly, there are five productivity

triangles between the cooking oil unit productivity ratio and each

corresponding unit product productivity ratio.

Three ratios in each productivity triangle are subject to pairwise

combination. Three correlation pairs can be obtained from each

productivity triangle. Then, correlation analysis is applied to each of

these correlation pairs.

The next step is to interpret the outcomes of the correlation

analysis. Interpretation of the analysis provides insight into the

directions of the diagnosis for weak performances within each firm and

perspectives on the levels of improvement that can be expected by

implementing the suggested prescriptions.Interpretations are given with

reference to mathematical relationships between ratios, and the inherent

characteristics of the production system of the potato industry.

Descriptions and interpretations of some of the important outcomes of

the correlation analysis are summarized below. In doing so, the

following adjectives are used to describe the degree of correlation:

very high: correlation at the 1% level of significance.

high: correlation at the 5% level of significance.

definite: medium level of correlation.

some: low level of correlation.

Unless specified otherwise, a positive correlation is implied.

Correlation coefficients and scatter diagrams relevant to these

interpretations are listed in Appendix C. It must be noted that in the

course of correlation analysis several extreme outliers were found in

the scatter diagrams pertaining to energy cost productivity ratio,

weighted cost proportion ratio for energy, and energy unit productivity
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ratio (see Diagrams 15-18). When the author contacted one of the

members of the NWFPA productivity sub-committee, it was recognized that

all these outliers were caused by one company's false data. Therefore,

these outliers were ignored in the correlation analysis and

corresponding interpretations, even though they were not physically

eliminated in the course of data analysis.

1. There is a very high correlation between the total productivity

ratio and the labor cost productivity ratio (refer to Diagram 9

in Appendix C); little correlation between the cost

productivity ratios for raw products (Diagram 1), cooking oil

(Coefficients 5), and energy (Coefficients 14). These outcomes

indicate that labor productivity is a dominant input factor

affecting the level of total productivity. It is explained by

the role of labor in the potato industry (refer to page 130),

and suggests the potential for improving the total productivity

ratio by enhancing the labor cost productivity ratio.

2. There is a high correlation between the total productivity

ratio and the weighted raw products cost proportion ratio

(Diagram 2); a definite negative correlation with the weighted

labor cost proportion ratio (Diagram 10); little correlation

with the weighted cost proportion ratios for cooking oil

(Coefficients 5) and energy. (Coefficients 14; although

correlation coefficients indicate a definite negative

correlation, the corresponding scatter diagram identifies no

eliminable outlier, and indicates no apparent correlation.)

These outcomes suggest that a higher level total productivity

ratio can be obtained by reducing the weighted labor cost
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proportion ratio and increasing the weighted raw products cost

proportion ratio. Changes in the proportion of these input

factors are compatible with a higher level labor cost

productivity ratio.

3. There is a definite correlation between the raw product cost

productivity ratio and corresponding weighted cost proportion

ratio (Diagram 3); a very high negative correlation between the

weighted cooking oil cost productivity ratio and corresponding

cost proportion ratio (Diagram 6); a very high negative

correlation between the weighted labor cost productivity ratio

and corresponding cost proportion ratio (Diagram 11); little

correlation between the weighted energy cost productivity ratio

and corresponding cost proportion ratio (Diagram 15). These

outcomes, together with previous outcomes (Items 1 and 2),

suggest the following:

a. Lower proportion of labor is compatible with the

high levels of labor cost productivity ratio.

b. Higher levels of the weighted raw products cost proportion

ratio, which are compatible with higher levels of the labor

cost productivity ratio or lower levels of weighted labor

cost proportion ratio, have the potential to improve the

level of the raw products cost productivity ratio.

c. Lower levels of the weighted cooking oil cost proportion

ratio have the potential to improve the level of the

cooking oil cost productivity ratio. It is more likely

that lower levels of the weighted cooking oil cost

proportion ratio are compatible with some factors at
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lower-tier productivity triangles, such as unit per cost

factor or product mix effect, rather than higher levels of

labor cost productivity ratio (or lower levels of weighted

labor cost proportion ratio), because higher levels of

labor cost productivity ratio is compatible with higher

levels of the weighted raw products proportion ratio.

4. There is a very high correlation between the labor cost

productivity ratio and the labor unit productivity ratio

(Diagram 12). This indicates that the labor unit productivity

ratio has a high potential for improving the levels of the

labor cost productivity ratio. There is a definite correlation

between the labor cost productivity ratio and the labor unit

per cost ratio (Diagram 13). This outcome indicates that the

level of the labor cost productivity ratio can be improved by

increasing the labor unit per cost ratio. Since the labor unit

per cost ratio is the inverse of labor cost per hour, it

suggests that higher cost to wages and benefits is not

compensated by higher overall (cost) labor productivity. There

is virtually no correlation between labor unit productivity

ratio and labor unit per cost ratio (Diagram 14). This result

suggests that the level of wages and benefits does not have any

influence on the level of physical labor productivity. These

implications provide valuable information that can be used for

productivity bargaining between management and labor.

5. There is little correlation between the energy cost

productivity ratio and the energy unit productivity ratio

(Diagram 16, after eliminating one outlier); a very high
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correlation with the energy unit per cost ratio (Diagram 17,

after eliminating one outlier). These outcomes indicate that

the variation in the level of energy cost productivity is

mainly due to the variation in the level of the energy unit per

cost ratio, or unit cost, rather than in the level of the

energy unit productivity ratio. Another outcome (Diagram 18,

eliminating one outlier) indicates that there is no causal

relationship between the energy unit productivity ratio and the

energy unit per cost ratio.

6. There is little correlation between the raw products cost

productivity and the raw products unit productivity ratio, and

a very high correlation to the raw products unit per cost ratio

(Diagram 4). These outcomes indicate that the level of the raw

products cost productivity ratio can be improved by increasing

the level of the raw products unit per cost ratio, which

accounts for both the unit cost factor and the recovery factor,

as noted earlier (refer to page 146). There is a definite

negative correlation between the raw products unit productivity

ratio and raw products unit per cost ratio (Diagram 5). This

suggests that lower levels of raw products quality obtained by

high levels of either/both unit cost factor and/or recovery

factor negatively affect the level of the raw products unit

productivity ratio.

7. There are high correlations between the cooking oil cost

productivity ratio and both the cooking oil unit productivity

ratio and the unit per cost ratio (Diagram 7, Diagram 8). This

result suggests the potential of both cooking oil unit
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productivity and cooking oil unit per cost for improving the

level of cooking oil cost productivity. Some negative

correlation between the cooking oil unit productivity ratio

(Coefficients 6) indicates some negative influence of the level

of the cooking oil unit per cost ratio to the level of cooking

oil unit productivity ratio.

8. There are high correlations between the raw products unit

productivity ratio and the raw products product productivity

ratios for thin-cut low-solid French fries, thick-cut low-solid

French fries, and co-product (Coefficients 3). These outcomes

suggest the potential of these raw products product

productivity ratios for improving the level of the raw products

unit productivity ratio. There are several distinguished

correlations between the raw products unit productivity ratio

and the output proportion ratios (Coefficients 4). A very high

negative correlation exists between the raw products unit

productivity ratios with the unit proportion ratio for thin-cut

high solid French fries, a high correlation to the unit

proportion ratio for thin-cut low-solid French fries, and a

definite correlation to the unit proportion ratio for thick-cut

low-solid French fries. This suggests the potential of product

mix change in favor of low-solid French-fries to improve the

level of the raw products unit productivity ratio.

9. There are distinguished (high to very high) correlations

between the cooking oil unit productivity ratio and the cooking

oil product productivity ratios for all products (Coefficients

7). These outcomes indicate the potential of each product
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productivity ratio for improving the level of the cooking oil

unit productivity ratio. There are definite correlations

between the cooking oil unit productivity ratio and the output

proportion ratios for thin-cut low-solid French fries,

thick-cut low-solid French fries, and co-product; a definite

negative correlation with the output proportion ratio for

thin-cut high-solid French fries (Coefficients 8). This

suggests the potential of product mix change in favor of

low-solid French fries and co-product for improving the level

of the cooking oil unit productivity ratio. Several definite

positive and negative correlations are noted between some of

the cooking oil product productivity ratios and their

corresponding output poroportion ratios (Coefficients 9, 10,

and 11). Thin-cut French fries take more cooking oil than

thick-cut French fries; high-solid French fries take more

cooking oil than low-solid French fries; and French fries

usually take more cooking oil than co-product. This fact,

together with the outcomes cited in Items 8 and 9, explains the

negative correlations between the weighted cooking oil

proportion and the total productivity and the cooking oil cost

productivity (Coefficients 5), and confirms the implication

stated in Item 3-C).

10. The weighted cost proportion for raw products ranges from 50

percent to 66 percent, while weighted cost proportion for

cooking oil ranges from 10 percent to 17 percent. This means

that raw products play a more important role than cooking oil

in determining the product mix for a higher overall
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productivity level. The outcomes and their implication derived

in Items 8 and 9 above together suggest the following:

a. Product mix, which favors higher levels of thin-cut

low-solid French fries, thick-cut low-solid French fries,

co-product, and disfavors thin-cut high-solid French fries,

has a high potential for improving the level of overall

physical raw-material productivity.

b The higher levels of (raw products and cooking oil) product

productivity ratios for these products--i.e., thin-cut

low-solid French fries, thick-cut low-solid French fries,

and co-product--will significantly contribute to improving

the level of overall physical raw-material productivity.

Interfirm Productivity Plannin

The correlation analysis provides a means for interfirm

productivity evaluation by revealing causal relationships between the

ratios. Similarly, the multiple regression analysis provides a means

for interfirm productivity planning, which can be utilized in

productivity planning within each individual firm to improve the level

of the management target ratio. Therefore, multiple regression modeling

is attempted for the potato group with the total productivity ratio

derived earlier as the management target ratio. The total productivity

ratio is most likely to be the major concern for productivity-minded

managers of the commercial firms.

Because of the existence of the missing data in most of the model

ratios and effectiveness ratios, small sample size may result in the

multiple regression model, if the existing missing data in potentially
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independent variables accumulate with unfavorable combinations. This is

a significant drawback in multiple regression modeling, since the

maximum possible sample size is only 17. Therefore, caution was taken

in selecting the independent variables not to render the sample size too

small. The procedures used in the multiple regression modeling and the

results thus obtained are summarized below.

1. All effectiveness ratios corresponding to the pyramid model and

the following ratio information were considered to be potential

candidates for the key ratios (independent variables):

fringe benefit ratios
equipment up-time ratio
equipment utilization ratio
production size

OSHA rates were not included, since it was difficult to justify

the causal relationship of these rates to the total

productivity ratio (i.e. OSHA rates do not seem to be the cause

of variation in the total productivity ratio).

2. Correlation coefficients between the total productivity ratio

and each of these ratios were obtained. Among the ratios with

high correlation coefficients, only those ratios which were

considered to be factors that directly caused variations in the

target ratios were selected for the potential key ratios. The

outcomes and their interpretation revealed in the correlation

analysis discussed earlier were used to identify probable

causal relationships.

3. Correlation between these potential key ratios were examined to

reduce multicollinearity in the model. Provisions were made to

select one ratio among several highly interrelated ratios as a

potential key ratio. However, at least one ratio was allowed
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to be selected in each of the major effectiveness ratio cate-

gories.

4. The following 5 ratios were selected as potential key ratios:

X
1
- raw products cost proportion ratio

X
2
- labor cost proportion ratio

X
3
- thin-cut high-solid French fries output proportion ratio

X4 - equipment utilization ratio

X
5
- production size

The resulting sample size was 14. With a stepwise procedure,

the best model for two independent variables was

y = -.5572 + 12.26 X
1
- 2.897 X

4

and

R
2
= .7337 and MSE = .0894

With three independent variables, the model became

and

y = -.1509 + 11.30 X
1
- .5951 X

3
- 2.175 X

4

R
2

= .8291 and MSE = .0631

With four independent variables in the model, it was

y = -.0373 - 11.08 X
1
- .5489 X

3
- 1.603 X

4

- (.2073E -08)X5

with R
2
= .8852 and MSE = .0471

With all five independent variables, it became

y = 3.17 - 6.79 X
1
- 4.63 X

2
- .7027 X

3

- 1.271 X
4

- (.2051E -08)X
5

with R
2
= .9055 and MSE = .0436

Adding more variables in the model steadily increased R
2
while reducing

MSE. Thus, the inclusion of all five variables is justified by two of
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the selection criteria for independent variables mentioned in the

previous chapter.

Since the causal relationships with the total productivity ratio of

three ratios, i.e., weighted raw products cost proportion ratio (Xi),

weighted labor cost proportion ratio (X2), and thin-cut high-solid

French fries output proportion ratio (X
3
), were interpreted earlier, the

interpretation of the relationships for the equipment utilization ratio

(X
4
) and production size (X

5
) are in order.

The possible negative correlation between equipment utilization

rate and total productivity ratio has been evidenced in many empirical

studies. This factor is definitely related to the individual firm's

facility levels. While more precise assessment of causal relationships

for the potato group is limited by the unavailability of equipment or

capital investment data, this correlation suggests the importance and

necessity of pertinent data and their incorporation into the calculation

of the total productivity ratio.

The existence of a correlation between total productivity ratio and

production size suggests the potential benefit of categorization by

production size or firm size. This, however, requires a larger sample

size. Without having a way to confirm the necessity for categorization,

this was included as one of the independent variables in the multiple

regression model. One may argue, therefore, the qualification of

production size as an independent variable, since it is not controllable

in the short term. However, this variable can still remain in the model

as an independent variable, if the potential user treats it as fixed

during a certain productivity planning horizon.
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CHAPTER VII

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary of the Study

The purpose of this study was to derive complete methodologies for

a productivity interfirm comparison (PIC) scheme from which ultimate

users can receive additional benefits not usually available from the

conventional interfirm comparison (IFC) scheme. Through the examination

of conventional interfirm comparison schemes practiced in the United

States and abroad, the practices and limitations of these schemes were

highlighted. Then, an effort was made to identify certain

characteristics of the successful schemes and potential areas of im-

provement that would widen their scope.

In recognition of potential usage and benefits of interfirm compar-

ison as a productivity improvement vehicle, the objective and the con-

ceptual framework of productivity interfirm comparison was conceived.

The framework of the productivity interfirm comparison scheme was laid

out as an abstraction of the production system of the industry to which

the scheme may be applied, and the productivity cycles of individual

participating firms. Thus, phases of interfirm productivity mea-

surement, evaluation, and planning were established with the system

objective of interfirm productivity improvement.
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For adequate measurement of production systems in general, revision

of the conventional pyramid structure of the management ratio system was

attempted. Existing productivity measurement techniques were examined

to this end, and a pyramid structure of productivity ratios was

established by utilizing two basic approaches pertinent to productivity

measurement practices. This interfirm productivity measurement model

was suggested as a general model.

Interfirm productivity evaluation was considered next. Based on

the productivity analysis, the effectiveness ratios corresponding to the

productivity ratios in the interfirm productivity measurement model were

derived. Also recognized in the productivity analysis was the dynamic

relationship between factors of the production system. Corre-

lation/regression analyses were suggested to investigate these factors.

By utilizing these mathematical and statistical relationships, a

technique of systematic interfirm productivity evaluation was conceived.

When implemented, this technique provides a diagnostic tool for

detecting weak performance areas of individual firms.

The dynamic relationships between factors of the production system

are subject to further investigation by means of a multiple regression

model with a management target productivity ratio as the dependent

variable and several key ratios as independent variables. When

utilized, this model is an analytic/prescriptive tool for the productiv-

ity planning within each individual firm.

The application of methodologies of productivity interfirm compari-

son were applied to an interfirm comparison scheme of the Northwest Food

Processors Association. The outcomes and interpretations of the

correlation analysis and multiple regression model confirmed the
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applicability of the methodologies developed, and the resulting benefits

to be drawn therefrom.

Conclusions

The actual data of the PIC program of the Northwest Food Processors

were severely limited for a complete application of the PIC

methodologies developed in this research. Unavailability of pyramid

structure model as the basis of interfirm measurement, the small number

of participants, and large amount of missing data in many ratios were

some of the limitations. The success of the application in spite of

these constraints, however, suggests the potential of these

methodologies as incentives for productivity improvement. It is

inferred that, in an ideal situation, the value of PIC methodologies

would be far more significant than those obtained from the sample PIC

program.

The significance of implementing PIC methodologies is that they do

not only reveal to the participants their standings in their industry,

but also provide analytic information regarding the production system to

which they belong, so that this information can be adapted to each phase

of their productivity cycles. For firms with little previous effort in

their own productivity programs, this information could play the role of

boosting the incentive to develop one. For firms with intensive effort

already in them, this would provide additional data that are not

available in their intrafirm productivity programs. In both cases, the

PIC scheme can provide the participants with the greatest benefit with

regard to their effort for productivity improvement.
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Recommendations

During the course of the study, several areas for further research

were noticed. They include:

1. Development of techniques that can be effectively used to

persuade potential beneficiaries to participate in the

productivity interfirm comparison scheme.

2. Development of methodologies for tailoring the general pyramid

structure model to specific industries to which the PIC scheme

is to be applied.

3. Method of persuading potential participants to adopt the

specific pyramid structure model of the PIC scheme.

4. In-depth study of consensus methods to speed up the definition

of terms for each ratio and development of data collecting

criteria, such as the use of work sampling.

5. Examination of methods to increase comparability of data, such

as categorization according to firm size and others criteria,

and collection of background information.

6. Development of techniques to enhance the statistical

reliability of various analysis phases of PIC methodologies

such as:

a. reducing and balancing sampling and non-sampling error.

b. increasing the number of participants.

c. reducing the number of missing data points.

d. eliminating false data.
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e. relating background and other information to the

statistical outliers in correlation/regression model for

possible explanation of the outliers.

7. Incorporating a productivity interfirm comparison scheme into

productivity intrafirm comparison programs practiced within

individual participating firms.

All of these areas seem essential for the productivity interfirm

comparison scheme to evolve to its maximum potential value.
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APPENDIX A

SELECTED RATIOS FOR COMPARISON

NWFPA - 0/P/C

Productivity Inter-Firm Comparison

PIC POTATO RATIOS

Based upon the data submitted to 0/P/C through the association,
these ratios will be reported back to PIC potato participants.

RAW PRODUCT RECOVERY/EFFICIENCY

02
(12-11)

Pounds Produced
Pounds Delivered minus Pounds Marketed

(03) Pounds Thin-High FF's Produced
(13) Pounds Thin-High Potatoes Delivered

(04) Pounds Thin-Low FF's Produced
(14) Pounds Thin Low Potatoes Delivered

(05)

(15)

(06)

(16)

(07)

(17)

Pounds Thick-High FF's Produced
Pounds Thick-High Potatoes Delivered

Pounds Thick-Low FF's Produced
Pounds Thick-Low Potatoes Delivered

Co-Product Produced
Co-Product Potatoes Delivered

(08) Unpeeled Product Produced
(18) "Unpeeled" Potatoes Delivered

(03+04+05+06) French Fries Produced
(13+14+15+16) "French Fry" Potatoes Delivered

(11) Pounds Marketed
(12) Pounds Delivered

(03+05)

(13+15)

(04+06)
(14+16)

High Solids Produced
High Solids Delivered

Low Solids Produced
Low Solids Delivered
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LABOR EFFICIENCY

(02)

(71)

(03+04+05+06)
(71)

Pounds Produced
Production Labor Hour

French Fries Produced
Production Labor Hour

(09) Handled Pounds
(70) Warehouse Manhour

(10) Shipped Pounds
(70) Warehouse Manhour

(72) Average hourly rate (Already a Ratio)

ENERGY EFFICIENCY

(02)

(74)

(02)

(76)

Pounds Produced
Million BTU's

Pounds Produced
Thousand Gallons of Water

COOKING OIL CONSUMPTION

(02) Pounds Produced
(32) Pounds of Cooking Oil

(03) Pounds Thin-High FF's Produced
(33) Pounds Thin -High Cooking Oil

(04) Pounds Thin-Low FF's Produced
(34) Pounds Thin-Low Cooking Oil

(OS)

(35)

(06)

(36)

(07)

(37)

Pounds Thick-High FF's Produced
Pounds Thick-High Cooking Oil

Pounds Thick-Low FF's Produced
Pounds Thick-Low Cooking Oil

Pounds Co-Product Produced
Pounds Co-Product Cooking Oil
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(08) Pounds Unreeled Produced
(38) Pounds Unpeeled Cooking Oil

(03+03)

(33+34)

(05+06)

(35+36)

(03+05)

(33+36)

(04+06)
(34+36)

SAFETY

(78 x 200,000)
(70+71)

(79 x 200,000)
(80)

FRINGE

Pounds Thin FF's Produced
Pounds Thin Cooking Oil

Pounds Thick FF's Produced
Pounds Thick Cooking Oil

Pounds High Solid FF's Produced
Pounds High Cooking Oil

Pounds Low Solid FF's Produced
Pounds Low Cooking Oil

Illnesses and Injuries
Total Man Hours

Lost Work Days
Total Work Hours

Total Hourly Fringe
(68) Total Hourly S/T Wages

(67)

(68+69)

Total Hourly Fringe
Total Hourly Wages

EQUIPMENT - Up-Time and Utilization

(89)

(88)

(87)

(88)

Scheduled Hours
Operating Hours

Available Hours
Operating Hours
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COST COMPARISONS (In effect, these already are ratios.)

(92) Percent of Direct Costs to Raw Products

(93) Percent of Direct Costs to Cooking Oil

(94) Percent of Direct Costs to Packaging Material

(95) Percent of Direct Costs to Labor (Including Benefits)

(96) Percent of Direct Costs to Warehouse (Storage
and Handling)

(97) Percent of Direct Costs to Energy

(98) Percent of Direct Costs to Other

SOURCE: Oregon Productivity Center, Corvallis, Oregon.
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APPENDIX B

DEFINITIONS OF PRODUCTIVITY, EFFICIENCY, AND

EFFECTIVENESS RATIOS

1. Productivity and Efficiency Ratios

total productivity ratio:

91
1 pounds produced

total productivity ratio
total weighted cost

51

61

71

81

Cost productivity ratios for:

raw products

cooking oil

labor

energy

Unit productivity ratios for:

1 raw products

19 cooking oil

11 labor

17 energy

pounds produced
raw product cost

pounds produced
cooking oil cost

pounds produced
labor cost

pounds produced
energy cost

pounds produced
pounds delivered minus pounds marketed

pounds produced
pounds of cooking oil

pounds produced
production labor hour

pounds produced
million BTUs

Raw products product productivity ratios for:

2 thin-high FF
2

3 thin-low FF

pounds thin-high FFs produced
pounds thin-high potatoes delivered

pounds thin-low FFs produced
pounds thin-low potatoes delivered



4 thick-high FF

5 thick-low FF

6 co-product
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pounds thick-high FFs produced
pounds thick-high potatoes delivered

pounds thick-low FFs produced
pounds thick-low potatoes delivered

pounds co-product produced
pounds co-product potato delivered

Cooking oil product productivity ratios for:

20 thin-high FF

21 thin-low FF

22 thick-high FF

23 thick-low FF

24 co-product

2. Effectiveness Ratios

pounds thin-high FFs produced
pounds thin-high cooking oil

pounds thin-low FFs produced
pounds thin-low cooking oil

pounds thick-high FFs produced
pounds thick-high cooking oil

pounds thick-low FFs produced
pounds thick-low cooking oil

pounds co-product produced
pounds co-product cooking oil

Weighted cost proportion ratios for:

54 raw products

64 cooking oil

74 labor

84 energy

Unit per cost ratios for:

52 raw products

62 cooking oil

72 labor

weighted raw products cost
total weighted cost

weighted cooking oil cost
total weighted cost

weighted labor cost
total weighted cost

weighted energy cost
total weighted cost

pounds raw products delivered
raw products cost

pounds of cooking oil
cooking oil cost

production labor hour
production labor cost
(incl. benefit)
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82 energy =
millions of BTUs

energy cost

Output proportion ratios for:

76 thin-high FF
pounds thin-high FFs produced

pounds produced

77 thin-low FF
pounds thin-low FFs produced

pounds produced

78 thick-high FF
pounds thick-high FFs produced

pounds produced

79 thick-low FF
pounds thick-low FFs produced

pounds produced

80 co-product = pounds co-product produced
pounds produced

1. The left hand side numbers refer to the variable names of the

corresponding ratios to be assigned by the computer in the course of

correlation/regression analysis as shall be shown in Appendix C.

2. Thin-high FF is the abbreviation for thin-cut high-solid French

fries. Similar abbreviations apply to other products.
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APPENDIX C

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS AND SCATTER DIAGRAMS OF

THE CORRELATION PAIRS ANALYZED

The ratios analyzed by means of the correlation coefficients and

scatter diagrams are denoted by numbers in the following computer

printout. The pyramid structure in the next page shows what the cor-

responding ratios are. Note that the left-hand side ratios represent

productivity (or efficiency) ratios, while the right-hand side ratios

represent effectiveness ratios. Also, refer to Appendix B for

definitions of ratios.



productivity
cost

ratios
51 54 61 64 71 74 81 84

91 = total productivity ratio

raw cooking

products oil labor energy

unit
productivity
ratios

cooking oil
product
productivity
ratios

raw products
product
productivity
ratios

I I hi
1 52 19 62 11 72

thin-high thin-low thick-high thick-low

FF FF FF FF

17 82

co-product

20 76 21 77 22 78 23 79 24 80

thin-high thin-low thick-high thick-low

FF FF FF FF co-product

2 76 3 77 4 78 5 79 6 80

weighted
cost
proportion
ratio

unit per
cost ratio

output
proportion
ratio

output
proportion
ratio



$GGPRELAT,91,51,54
( 91 51 ) .128205

91 54 ) .567718
( 51 54 ) .342177

$SCATTER,51,91
LOWER BOUND OF X=
UPPER BOUND OF X=
LOWER BOUND OF Y=
UPPER BOUND OF Y=

4.73300
13.6400

3.57526
5.20833

VARIABLE 91 R= .1282
5.127 1 1

4.800 1

.1 1

4.392 1

3.984 1

3.575 1

1

1

4.

4.

1

1

1

I # I i I
4.733 6.871 9.187 11.32 13.46

VARIABLE 51

NUMBER OF MISSING OBSERVATIONS. 4

$S7.ATTER,54,91
LOWER BOUND OF X= .504300
UPPER BOUND OF X. .655500
LOWER BOUND OF Y= 3.57526
UPPER BOUND OF Y. 5.20833

VARIABLE 91 R. .5677
5.127 1

1

14.800

4.392

3.984

1

1

3.575 1

1

1

f f f f f

.5043 .5406 .5799 .6162 .6525
VARIABLE 54

Coefficients 1

Diagram 1

Diagram 2
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$SCATTER.54,51
LOWER BOUND OF Is
UPPER BOUND OF Is
LOWER BOUND OF Ts
UPPER BOUND OF Ys

.504300

.655500
4.73300
13.6400

VARIABLE 51 Rs .3422
13.19

1

11.41
1

.1

9.187 1 1

11 Diagram 3

1

1 1

6.960
1

1

4.733 1

.5043 .5406 .5799 .6162 .6525
VARIABLE 54

NUMBER OF MISSING OBSERVATIONS. 4

$CORRELAT,51.1,52
( 51 1 ) s .120036 4.
( 51 52 ) = .934620 4.
( 1 52 ) s .463059 4.

$SCATTER,52,51
LOWER BOUND OF Is 9.46700
UPPER BOUND OF Is 29.6900
LOWER BOUND OF Ts 4.73300
UPPER BOUND OF Ys 13.6400

Coefficients 2

VARIABLE 51 Rs .9346
13.19

1

11.41

1

9.187 1 1 Diagram 4
1

1 1

6.960

1

4.733

S S P S $
9.467 14.37 19.68 24.58 29.48

VARIABLE 52
NUMBER OF MISSING OBSERVATIONSs 4
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tSCATTER,52,1
LCWER BOUND OF X=
UPPER BOUND OF X.
LOWER BOUND OF Y.
UPPER BOUND OF Zr

9.46700
29.8900

.399500

.543300

VARIABLE 1 R. -.4631
.5361 1

1

1

.5074 1

.1

.4714 Diagram 5

1 1

.4355
1

1

.3995 1

I I # 0

9.467 14.37 19.68 24.58 29.48
VARIABLE 52

NUMBER OF MISSING OBSERVATIONS.

$CORRELAT,1,2,3,4,5,6$S
( 1 2 ) = .697501E-01
( 1 3 ) .640767
( 1 4 ) . .967448E-01
( 1 5 ) . .416158
( 1 6 ) . .615058

SCORRELATO,76-80$S
( 1 76 ) . -.687191
( 1 77 ) .569298
( I 78 ) . .147063
( 1 79 ) .359458
( 1 80 ) . .116801

tCORRELAT,91,61,64
( 91 61 ) = .260087E-01
( 91 64 ) . -.121478
( 61 64 ) . -.670688

4

3.

5.

11.

4.

3.

3.

5.

11.

1.
2.

4.

4.

Coefficients 3

Coefficients 4

Coefficients 5
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$SCATTER.64,61
LOWER BOUND OF X= .962000E-01

UPPER BOUND OF X= .168300

LOWER BOUND OF y= 16.2400
UPPER BOUND OF Y. 64.0900

VARIABLE 61 R= -.6707
61.70 .1

52.13
1

Diagram 6

40.16 1 1

1 1

1 1 1

28.20

16.24 1

0 #

.9620E-01 .1135 .1323 .1496 .1669

VARIABLE 64

NUMBER OF MISSING OBSERVATIONS=

VORRELAT,61,19,62
( 61 19 ) = .565312

4

4.
Coefficients 6

( 61 62 ) .647470 4.

( 19 62 ) = -.250269 4.

$SCATTER,19,61
LOWER BOUND OF X= 11.0700

UPPER BOUND OF X= 24.6500
LOWER BOUND OF Y2 16.2400

UPPER BOUND OF Y= 64.0900

VARIABLE 61 R= .5653

61.70 1

52.13

40.16

28.20
1

1

16.24 1

1
Diagram 7

0 # # # t

11.07 14.33 17.86 21.12 24.38

VARIABLE 19

NUMBER OF MISSING OBSERVATIONS= 4
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$SCATTER,62,61

LOWER BOUND OF X.
UPPER BOUND OF X=
LOWER BOUND OF Y.
UPPER BOUND OF Y=

1.033
3.38600

16.2400
64.0900

VARIABLE
61.70

52.13

61 R. .6475
1

1 Diagram 8

40.16 1

1

1 1 1

28.20
1

1

. 16.24 .1

0 # 4

1.039 1.602 2.213 2.776 3.339
VARIABLE 62

NUMBER OF MISSING OBSERVATIONS=

$CORRELAT,19,20-24$S

4

Coefficients 7
( 19 20 ) .807871 3.

( 19 21 ) .502540 5.

( 19 22 ) .637654 11.

( 19 23 ) = .554695 4.

( 19 24 ) .568443 5.

$CORRELAT,19,76-80$S
( 19 76 ) 3.

Coefficients 8
( 19 77 ) .3910 9 5.

( 19 78 ) .308106 11.

( 19 79 ) = .358329 4.

( 19 80 ) .338125 2.

$CORRELAT,19,20,76
( 19 20 ) .8076-1 3.

Coefficients 9
( 19 76 ) -.478354 3.

( 20 76 ) -.391600 3.

$CORRELAT,19,23,79 Coefficients 10
( 19 23 ) .554695 4.

( 19 79 ) .358329 4.

( 23 79 ) .619186 4.

tCORRELAT,19,24,80
( 19 24 ) = .569443 5.

Coefficients 11
( 19 80 ) r .338126 2.
( 24 80 ) = .431192 5.
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8CORRELAT,91,71,74 Coefficients 12
( 91 71 ) .688114 2.

( 91 74 ) = -.433729

( 71 74 ) = -.879950 2.

$SCATTER,71,91
LOWER BOUND OF X= 14.9900
UPPER BOUND OF X= 37.7200
LOWER BOUND OF Y= 3.57526
UPPER BOUND OF Y= 5.20833

VARIABLE 91 R= .6881

5.127 1 1

1

1 1

4.800 1

.1

4.392 1
Diagram 9

1

3.984 1

1

3.575

f f I f

14.99 20.45 26.36 31.81

VARIABLE 71

NUMBER OF MISSING OBSERVATIONS= 2

8SGATTER,74,91
LOWER BOUND OF X= .128600

UPPER BOUND OF X= .278400

LOWER BOUND OF Y. 3.57526
UPPER BOUND OF 7= 5.20833

37.27

VARIABLE
5.127

4.800

91

.1

1

R= -.4337

1 1

1

11

1
Diagram 10

4.392 1

1

3.984 1

1

1

3.575 1

f r

.1286 .1646 .2035 .2395 .2754

VARIABLE 74
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$CORNELAT,71,11,72
( 71 11 ) . .938842 2.

( 71 72 ) .361193 2.

( 11 72 ) . .256431E-01 2.

$SCATTER,74,71
LOWER BOUND OF X. .128600

UPPER BOUND OF X. .278400

LOWER BOUND CF Y. 14.9900

UPPER BOUND OF Y. 37.7200

VARIABLE 71 R. -.8801

36.58

32.04

26.36

20.67

14.99

1 1

1

11

9 9 9 1 9

.1286 .1646 .2035 .2395 .2754

VARIABLE 74

NUMBER OF MISSING OBSERVATIONS= 2

ESOATTER,11,71
LOWER BOUND OF X. 129.100

UPPER BOUND OF X. 348.600

LOWER BOUND OF Y. 14.9900

UPPER BOUND OF Y. 37.7200

VARIABLE 71 R. .9388

Coefficients 13

Diagram 11

36.58 1 1

32.04

26.36 Diagram 12
1 1

11

1

20.67

. 11

14.99 .1 1

# e S # #

129.1 181.8 238.9 291.5 344.2
VARIABLE 11

NUMBER OF MISSING OBSERVATIONS= 2



$SCATTER,72,71
LOWER BOUND OF x= .968100E-01

UPPER BOUND OF X= .140700
LOWER BOUND OF Y. 14.9900

UPPER BOUND OF Y= 37.7200

VARIABLE 71 11= .3612

36.58 1

32.04

Diagram 13

26.36
1 1

11

1

20.67

.1 1

.
1 1

14.99 1 1

# 1 S S I

.9681E-01 .1073 .1188 .1293 .1398
VARIABLE 72

NUMBER OF MISSING OBSERVATIONS= 2

$SCATTER,72,11
LOWER BOUND OF X=
UPPER BOUND OF X=
LOWER BOUND OF Y=
UPPER BOUND OF Y=

VARIABLE 11

337.6

293.7

238.9

.968100E-01

.140700

129.100
348.600

1

R= .0256

1

1

11

184.0 .1 1

1 1

1 1

129.1

1 1

1 1

.9681E-01 .1073 .1188 .1293 .1398
VARIABLE 72

NUMBER OF MISSING OBSERVATIONS= 2

rORRELAT,91,81,84
( 91 81 ) = .131040E-01 4.

( 91 84 ) -.331365

( 81 84 ) = -.693134 4.

Diagram 14

Coefficients 14

185



$17CATTER,84,81
LOWER BOUND OF X. .20'900E-01

UPPER BOUND OF X.
LCWER BOUND OF Y.
UPPER BOUND OF Y.

VARIABLE 81,7\
104.4

.126900
30.9100

108.300

R. -.6931

88.95

1

1

69.60 1

1

1 1 1

50.26
1 1

30.91 1

0 0

.2079E-01 .4626E-01 .7384E-01 .9931E-01 .1248
VARIABLE 84

=13E9 OF HISS/NO OBSERVATIONS. 4

!CORRELAT,81,17,82
( 81 17 ) .688781 4.

81 82 ) = .143695 4.

( 17 82 ) = -.583360 ft.

$SOATTER,17,91
LOWER BOUND CF X.
UPPER BOUND OF X.
LOWER BOUND OF Y.
UPPER BOUND OF Y.

195.200
1632.00

30.9100
108.300

VARIABLE 81 R. .6888
104.4

88.95

1

1

69.60 . 1

1

111

1

50.26
2

1

30.91 1

O

0 0 1 # 1

195.2 640.0 913.6 1258. 1603.
VARTABL: 17

r.n.,Am OF HISSING OBSERVATIONS. I.

Diagram 15

Coefficients 15

Diagram 16

186
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tSCA7TER,82,81
LCW:'.R BOUND CF X= .663700E-01

UPPER BOUND OF X= .288900
LOWER BOUND OF Y= 30.9100
UPPER BOUND OF I= 108.300

VARIABLE 81 R= .1437

104.4

88.95

Diagram 17

1

69.60 1

1

11 1

1

50.25
1 1

1

30.91

I 0 0 I I
.6637E-01 .1198 .1776 .2310 .2844

VARIABLE 82

nmmER OF MISSING OBSERVATIONS= 4

53CATTER,82,17
LOWER BOUND OF X= .663700E-01

UPPER BOUND OF X= .288900

LOWER BOUND OF Y= 195.200
UPPER BOUND OF Y. 1632.00

ARI AM.F. R= -.5834

1560.

1273.

913.6 Diagram 18

554.4

1 1 1 11 1 1

1 1 1 1

195.2 1

I I 0

.6637E-01 .1198 .1776 .2310 .2844
VARIABLE 82

1:UMZER OF MISSING OBSERVATIONS=


